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TREAT AS YELLOW

FBI

Date: 5-11-72

☐ IMMEDIATE
☒ URGENT

☐ NITEL

Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TO:

☐ THE PRESIDENT

☐ THE VICE PRESIDENT

☐ ATT: __________________________

☐ WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM

☐ ATT: __________________________

☐ SECRETARY OF STATE

☐ DIRECTOR, CIA

☐ DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

☐ AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER

☐ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

☐ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

☐ NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

☐ U.S. SECRET SERVICE (P&D)

☐ ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

☐ NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY, ATT: SENIOR OPERATION OFFICER

☐ Dick

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED

Subject: SEE ATTACHED

(Text of message begins on next page.)

☑ MAY 11 1972

Approved
7:49 AM 5-11-72 DEB

PRIORITY

TO: U.S. SECRET SERVICE (PID) 002

FROM: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI

UNCLASSIFIED

UNKNOWN SUBJECT: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE SEVENTY TWO; ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES: DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY.

DAMAGE TO LIMOUSINE NUMBER: THREE THREE TWO THREE TWO X PHOTOGRAPHED AND EXAMINED. SECRET SERVICE HAD PLACED TAPE OVER BROKEN AREA. TAPE REMOVED AND FRAGMENTS OF GLASS ADHERED TO TAPE AND HAVE BEEN HELD AS EVIDENCE.

DAYTIME SEARCH OF AREA LOCATED HALF OF PAVING BRICK, WEIGHT ABOUT FIVE POUNDS WHICH WAS IN AREA WHERE INCIDENT OCCURRED AND MAY BE MISSILE.

TAPE WITH GLASS FRAGMENTS AND BRICK WILL BE SUBMITTED TO LABORATORY FOR COMPARISON.

THREE TV STATIONS AND TWO NEWSPAPERS IN COLUMBUS AREA COVERED ARRIVAL OF VICE PRESIDENT. ALL HAVE PICTURES AND THESE WILL BE VIEWED AT MEDIA TO DETERMINE IF ANY PHOTOGRAPHED INCIDENT. COLUMBUS END PAGE ONE
POLICE DEPARTMENT HAVE PHOTOS OF DEMONSTRATORS BUT NO PHOTOS WHERE INCIDENT OCCURRED. PHOTOS TAKEN BY OHIO STATE HIGHWAY PATROL BUT WERE BLANK.

FIFTEEN KNOWN ACTIVISTS WHO WERE IN THE AREA HAVE BEEN CONTACTED. INCLUDED IN THE GROUP WAS AN ATTORNEY AND INSTRUCTOR AT OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL. HE HAS ADVISED SEVERAL NOT TO TALK TO FBI AGENTS EVEN THOUGH IT WAS EXPLAINED TO HIM THAT ALL POTENTIAL WITNESSES WERE BEING CONTACTED. MOST ACTIVISTS HAVE REFUSED TO EVEN TALK TO AGENTS AND HAVE BEEN EXTREMELY BELLIGERENT AND ANTAGONISTIC.

SECRET SERVICE CONTACTED AT COLUMBUS TO IDENTIFY THE CATERERS, AS FOOD WAS REPORTEDLY BEING CARRIED INTO BUILDING WHEN INCIDENT OCCURRED.

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO IDENTIFY ATTENDEES AT DINNER AND INTERVIEW THEM TO LOCATE ANY WHO MAY HAVE WITNESSED ATTEMPTED ASSAULT.

SIX FBI SOURCES WERE AMONG DEMONSTRATORS. ALL HAVE BEEN CONTACTED AND NONE CAN IDENTIFY UNSUB. ALL SAY THAT THEY BELIEVE ATTEMPTED ASSAULT WAS SPONTANEOUS AND NOT PART OF PLANNED DEMONSTRATION. ASSAULT OCCURRED WHEN VICE PRESIDENT'S LIMOUSINE APPEARED NEAR LAUSCHE BUILDING ARRIVING FROM OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF OTHER ATTENDEES AND WHERE DEMONSTRATORS HAD ASSEMBLED. ABOUT FIFTY DEMONSTRATORS APPARENTLY OBSERVED ARRIVAL AND RAN IN THAT DIRECTION.

END PAGE TWO
CONTACT BEING MAINTAINED WITH ALL POLICE AGENCIES. SOURCES HAVE BEEN GIVEN SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS TO IDENTIFY UNSUR.

THE FBI IS CONDUCTING INVESTIGATION OF A POSSIBLE VIOLATION OF SECTION ONE SEVEN FIVE ONE, TITLE EIGHTEEN, U.S. CODE, AND THIS INFORMATION IS BEING FURNISHED FOR "WHATEVER ACTION DEEMED APPROPRIATE."
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Unknown Subject:

UNSUB ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING
DEMONSTRATION COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE SEVENTY TWO; ASSAULT
DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES: D.S.P.

Reference Cincinnati Teletype
RE: CI/TEL TODAY.

DAMAGE TO LIMOUSINE NUMBER: THREE THREE TWO THREE TWO X
PHOTOGRAPHED AND EXAMINED. SECRET SERVICE HAD PLACED TAPE OVER BROKEN
AREA. TAPE REMOVED AND FRAGMENTS OF GLASS ADHERED TO TAPE AND
HAVE BEEN HELD AS EVIDENCE.

DAYTIME SEARCH OF AREA LOCATED HALF OF PAVING BRICK, WEIGHT
ABOUT FIVE POUNDS WHICH WAS IN AREA WHERE INCIDENT OCCURRED AND
MAY BE MISSILE.

TAPE WITH GLASS FRAGMENTS AND BRICK WILL BE SUBMITTED TO
LABORATORY FOR COMPARISON.

THREE TV STATIONS AND TWO NEWSPAPERS IN COLUMBUS AREA COVERED
ARRIVAL OF VICE PRESIDENT. ALL HAVE PICTURES AND THESE WILL BE
VIEWED AT MEDIA TO DETERMINE IF ANY PHOTOGRAPHED INCIDENT. COLUMBUS
END PAGE ONE

EX-11A  REC-36  175-184-2
Police Department
PB/HAVE PHOTOS OF DEMONSTRATORS BUT NO PHOTOS WHERE INCIDENT
Ohio State Highway Patrol
OCCURRED. PHOTOS TAKEN BY OSHP BUT WERE BLANK.

FIFTEEN KNOWN ACTIVISTS WHO WERE IN THE AREA HAVE BEEN CONTACTED.
INCLUDED IN THE GROUP WAS AN ATTORNEY AND INSTRUCTOR AT
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL. HE HAS ADVISED SEVERAL NOT TO
TALK TO FBI AGENTS EVEN THOUGH IT WAS EXPLAINED TO HIM THAT ALL
POTENTIAL WITNESSES WERE BEING CONTACTED. MOST ACTIVISTS HAVE
REFUSED TO EVEN TALK TO AGENTS AND HAVE BEEN EXTREMELY BELLIGERENT
AND ANTAGONISTIC.

SECRET SERVICE CONTACTED AT COLUMBUS TO IDENTIFY THE
CATERERS, AS FOOD WAS REPORTEDLY BEING CARRIED INTO BUILDING WHEN
INCIDENT OCCURRED.

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO IDENTIFY ATTENDEES AT DINNER AND INTERVIEW
THEM TO LOCATE ANY WHO MAY HAVE WITNESSED ATTEMPTED ASSAULT.

SIX FBI SOURCES WERE AMONG DEMONSTRATORS. ALL HAVE BEEN CONTACTED
AND NONE CAN IDENTIFY UNSUB. ALL SAY THAT THEY BELIEVE ATTEMPTED
ASSAULT WAS SPONTANEOUS AND NOT PART OF PLANNED DEMONSTRATION. ASSAULT
OCCURRED WHEN VICE PRESIDENT'S LIMO APPEARED NEAR LAUSCHE
BUILDING ARRIVING FROM OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF OTHER ATTENDEES
AND WHERE DEMONSTRATORS HAD ASSEMBLED. ABOUT FIFTY DEMONSTRATORS
APPEARENTLY OBSERVED ARRIVAL AND RAN IN THAT DIRECTION.

END PAGE TWO
CONTACT BEING MAINTAINED WITH ALL POLICE AGENCIES. SOURCES
HAVE BEEN GIVEN SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS TO IDENTIFY UNSUB.
INVESTIGATION BEING VIGOROUSLY PURSUED AND BUREAU WILL BE
KEPT ADVISED.

END.

SV C FBI WASH DC CLR

cc: Mr. Conrad
    Mr. E. S. Miller

(Cc: Mr. Rosen
Cc: Mr. Miller
Cc: Batte + Conrad)
MAY 12 1972

TELETYPE

MP 612 CI CODE
234 PM 2 NTEL 5/12/72 JLK

TO ACTING DIRECTOR
FROM CINCINNATI (175-36) (P) 2P

UNSUB; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE LAST; ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF U.S.; DSP.

BE CINCINNATI NTEL TO BUREAU MAY ELEVEN LAST.

TODAY, ____________________ STATED

THAT HER COMPANY CATERED DINNER FOR VICE PRESIDENT MAY NINE LAST.

NO EMPLOYEES WERE IN VICINITY OF DEMONSTRATORS OR WITNESSED INCIDENT ACCORDING TO

______________________________ OHIO STATE REPUBLIC FINANCE COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OHIO, PROVIDED A LIST OF PERSONS WHO ATTENDED DINNER FOR VICE PRESIDENT MAY NINE LAST.

INVESTIGATION CONTINUING TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW THOSE WHO ATTENDED, FOR PERTINENT INFORMATION.

______________________________ WHITE MALE, NOB EX-115 7E-184-3

RE: 234 PM 2 NTEL 5/12/72 JLK

END PAGE ONE

6 MAY 15 1972
Interviewed and stated he was at demonstration May nine last but did not observe or participate in incident. He stated that [blank] all of Columbus, Ohio, were present at demonstration. [blank] interviewed and states that he and [blank] were present but did not observe or participate in incident. [blank] interviewed separately and stated same.

Attempts to locate and interview [blank] negative. Investigation continuing and Bureau will be kept advised.

End
May 11, 1972
GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

This concerns the attempted assault on Vice President Agnew during demonstration, Columbus, Ohio, 5-9-72, where he was attending a fund-raising dinner for the Republican Party. A rock was thrown at the vehicle carrying the Vice President which cracked the window behind his head; no injuries sustained.

Attached relates results of investigation to identify assailant. A brick weighing about five pounds located in area where incident occurred recovered which may be missile and brick being forwarded to FBI Laboratory.

Pictures obtained by Columbus, Ohio, news media being obtained for review to determine if any photograph would identify assailant.

Most demonstrators refused to talk to Bureau Agents, being extremely belligerent and antagonistic.

FBI sources among demonstrators believed attempted assault was spontaneous and not part of planned demonstration.

Vigorous investigation continuing to identify unknown subject.
Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype:

TO: □ THE PRESIDENT
□ THE VICE PRESIDENT
□ ATT.:  ____________________________
□ WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM
□ ATT.:  ____________________________
□ SECRETARY OF STATE
□ DIRECTOR, CIA
□ DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
□ AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER
□ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
□ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
□ NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
□ U.S. SECRET SERVICE (PID)
□ ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)
□ NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY, ATT: SENIOR OPERATION OFFICER

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

Classification: Unclassified
Subject: Same

(Text of message begins on next page.)
NR013 WA CODE

329 AM URGENT 5-10-72 RDR

AM 5-10-72 RDR

PRIORITY

TO: U.S. SECRET SERVICE (PID)

FM: DIRECTOR, FBI

UNCLASSIFIED

ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, FIVE NINE SEVENTY TWO. ASSAULTING VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES.

ON MAY NINE, SEVENTY TWO, SERGEANT [NAME] COLUMBUS, OHIO POLICE DEPARTMENT INTELLIGENCE, ADVISED ABOUT THREE HUNDRED DEMONSTRATORS GATHERED ON CAMPUS, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY (OSU), PROCEEDED TO MARCH TO LAUCHE BUILDING, OHIO STATE FAIRGROUNDS, CARRYING BANNERS AND FLAGS. MARCH BEGAN ABOUT FIVE PM, GROUP ARRIVED ABOUT FIVE FORTY PM. GROUP LED BY [NAME] PARTICIPATED AT "DAYS OF RAGE" DEMONSTRATION, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, OCTOBER EIGHT - ELEVEN, SIXTYNINE. [NAME] CONVICTED AUGUST, SIXTYNINE OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY ON POLICE OFFICER KENT STATE UNIVERSITY (KSU) AND SENTENCED TO SIX MONTHS IN PORTAGE COUNTY JAIL. [NAME] PLED GUILTY OCTOBER, SIXTYNINE TO TRESPASSING AND INCITING TO RIOT

END PAGE ONE
PAGE TWO (UNCLASSIFIED)

CHARGE STEMMING FROM SDS DISRUPTION ON KSU CAMPUS, APRIL, SIXTYNINE. _______ WAS INCARCERATED PORTAGE COUNTY JAIL, RAVENNA, OHIO, OCTOBER, SIXTYNINE - APRIL, SEVENTY.

DEMONSTRATORS SHOUTED OBSENITIES AT DINNER GUESTS, REPORTS ALSO OF PUSHING DINNER GUESTS.

SERGEANT _______ STATED ABOUT SEVEN THIRTY PM, VICE PRESIDENT AGNEW ARRIVED. WHILE ENTERING FAIRGROUNDS, A ROCK THROWN AT VEHICLE CARRYING THE VICE PRESIDENT, CRACKING WINDOW BEHIND VICE PRESIDENTS HEAD. ROCK THROWN FROM AMONG GROUP OF DEMONSTRATORS NUMBERING ABOUT FIFTY. IDENTITY UNKNOWN.

VICE PRESIDENT TO DEPART FAIRGROUNDS ABOUT NINE PM.

SECRET SERVICE _______ AND LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT (LIEUTENANT _______ ADVISED, BOTH COLUMBUS.

FBI CINCINNATI INSTITUTING IMMEDIATE INVESTIGATION RE ATTEMPTED ASSAULT.

END
MR 16 CI PLAIN
6:50 PM
NITEL 5-11-72 REC
TO: ACTING DIRECTOR
FROM: CINCINNATI (175-39) (P) (PP)

MAY 11 1972
TELETYPEx

ATTENTION TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION;
COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE LAST; ASSAULTING VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES; DGP.

RE CI TELETYPEx TO THE BUREAU, MAY TEN LAST.

TODAY THE MEDIA AT COLUMBUS, OHIO, CONTACTED TO DETERMINE
IF THEY PHOTOGRAPHED INSTANT MATTER. AND PERTINENT PHOTOGRAPHS
WERE LOCATED.

INVESTIGATION REVEALED THAT TWO INDIVIDUALS WHO WERE RUMORED TO HAVE BEEN PRESENT AT THE
DEMONSTRATION WHEN OBJECT THROWN AT VICE PRESIDENT.

HAS INTERVIEWED AND DENIED BEING PRESENT AT THE DEMONSTRATION.

IS WHITE MALE BORN AT ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA. CINCINNATI INDICES NEGATIVE REGARDING

ATTEMPTS TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW AT COLUMBUS, OHIO, NEGATIVE. ROOMMATE INTERVIEWED AND STATES
NEVER INVOLVED IN DEMONSTRATIONS IN PAST TO HIS KNOWLEDGE.

INVESTIGATION CONTINUING TO IDENTIFY AND INTERVIEW PERSONS

END PAGE ONE

MAY 11, 1972
PRESENT AT DEMONSTRATION. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF
PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.
END.
RLS HLDXX HOLD
KJB FIXX FIXX FBI WA DC REC THREE TELS
HOLD
TREAT AS YELLOW

FBI

Date: 5/10/72

☑ IMMEDIATE
☒ URGENT

Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype:

☒ NITEL

TO:

☐ THE PRESIDENT
☐ THE VICE PRESIDENT
☐ ATT.: ________________________
☐ WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM
☐ ATT.: ________________________

☐ SECRETARY OF STATE
☐ DIRECTOR, CIA
☐ DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
☐ AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER

☐ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
☐ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
☐ NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
☒ U. S. SECRET SERVICE (PID)
☐ ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)
☐ NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY, ATT: SENIOR OPERATION OFFICER

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

Classification: Unclassified

Subject: Same

(Text of message begins on next page.)

EX-109

REC 33

Petrie, 5714

MAY 16 1972

Approved

MAY 23 1972

MAIL ROOM ☐ TELETYPEn UNIT ☐
TREAT AS YELLOW

FBI

Date: 5/10/72

☐ IMMEDIATE
☒ URGENT

☐ NITEL

Transmit the message that follows by coded teletype:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

TO: ☐ THE PRESIDENT
☐ THE VICE PRESIDENT
☐ ATT.: ________________________

☐ WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM
☐ ATT.: ________________________

☐ SECRETARY OF STATE

☐ DIRECTOR, CIA

☐ DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
☐ AND NATIONAL INDICATIONS CENTER

☐ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

☐ DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

☐ NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE

☐ U.S. SECRET SERVICE (PID)

☐ ATTORNEY GENERAL (BY MESSENGER)

☐ NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY, ATT: SENIOR OPERATION OFFICER

From: DIRECTOR, FBI

EX-109

Classification: Unclassified

Subject: Same

(Text of message begins on next page.)
NR 005 CI PLXX CODE

4:33 AM IMMEDIATE 5/10/72 KCB

TO ACTING DIRECTOR (ATTN DID)

FROM CINCINNATI (175-NEW) 3P

UNKNOWN SUBJECT

UNSUB: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING
DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE, NINETEEN SEVENTYTW0.

ASSAULTING VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES. DGP.

REFERENCE BUREAU TELETYPE MAY TEN, SEVENTYTW0.

Sergeant

SST. INTELLIGENCE UNIT, COLUMBUS, OHIO PD

ADVISED THAT ABOUT SEVEN THIRTY PM MAY NINE, NINETEEN SEVENTYTW0
VICE PRESIDENT ARRIVED AT FAIRGROUNDS COLUMBUS, OHIO TO SPEAK
BEFORE A FUND-RAISING DINNER FOR REPUBLICAN PARTY. AS
VICE-PRESIDENT APPROACHED LAUSCHE BUILDING AT FAIRGROUNDS,
WHERE HE WAS TO SPEAK, A GROUP OF ABOUT FIFTY DEMONSTRATORS
BROKE OFF FROM GROUP OF ABOUT THREEn HUNDRED AND SURGED TOWARD
VEHICLE AND A ROCK WAS THROWN AT THE VEHICLE CRACKING REAR WINDOW
IN CORNER BEHIND VICE PRESIDENT'S HEAD. ROCK DID NOT GO INTO
VEHICLE.

VICE-PRESIDENT CONTINUED INTO BUILDING AND SPOKE TO GROUP. HE
DEPARTED FROM LAUSCHE BUILDING BY AUTO ABOUT NINE PM AND ENTERED

END PAGE ONE
HELIICOPTER SHORT DISTANCE FROM BUILDING. Special Agent in Charge
ROBERT FOSTER, SAIC, SECRET SERVICE, WAS IN VICE PRESIDENTIAL
PARTY AND INCIDENT DISCUSSED WITH HIM. LT. ______
INTELLIGENCE UNIT, COLUMBUS, OHIO PD AND CAPTAIN
(OSHP)
OHIO STATE HIGHWAY PATROL INFORMED OF INCIDENT.
ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY ______
RUSKA COLUMBUS, WHO WAS AT THE LAUSCHE
BUILDING WHEN INCIDENT OCCURRED, ADVISED THAT HE BELIEVES FACTS
CONSTITUTE VIOLATION OF ASSAULTING OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED
STATES STATUTE.

INVESTIGATION IMMEDIATELY INSTITUTED TO IDENTIFY AND INTERVIEW
Security Matter - Students for a Democratic Society
DEMONSTRATORS. ______
SM-SDS (EXTREMIST) BU
FILE ONE HUNDRED - FOUR FIVE FOURS NINE THREE FIVE NIN WAS IN FRONT
OF LARGE GROUP OF DEMONSTRATORS, BUT HAS NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED AS
SMALLER
BEING IN SMALLER GROUP FROM WHICH ROCK WAS THROWN. ______
CONTACTED ADMITTED BEING AT FAIRGROUNDS BUT DENIED HE HAD ANY
KNOWLEDGE OF ROCK THROWING INCIDENT. HIS ATTORNEY, ______
CONTACTED FBI RESIDENT AGENCY AND SAID HE UNDERSTOOD FBI WANTED
TO TALK TO HIS CLIENTS,
HE PLANS TO HAVE THEM AT FBI RESIDENT AGENCY COLUMBUS, OHIO
TEN THIRTY AM MAY TEN, NINETEEN SEVENTY-TWO. ANY INFORMATION THESE
INDIVIDUALS DESIRE TO FURNISH WILL BE ACCEPTED.

END PAGE TWO
INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW FIFTEEN MILITANTS WHO WERE IDENTIFIED AS BEING AT FAIRGROUNDS. FOUR LOCATED BUT REFUSED TO BE INTERVIEWED AND OR DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF INCIDENT. COLUMBUS, OHIO PD, OSHP AND SECRET SERVICE CONTACTED BUT HAVE NO SUSPECTS. FOUR SOURCES WHO WERE PRESENT AT DEMONSTRATION INTERVIEWED AND COULD NOT IDENTIFY UNSUB AND WERE UNAWARE OF INCIDENT.

_IDENTITIES OF ALL OFFICERS WHO WERE IN POSITION TO HAVE OBSERVED BEING INCIDENT ARE BEING DETERMINED AND WILL BE INTERVIEWED. NEWS MEDIA COVERING INCIDENT BEING CONTACTED TO DETERMINE IF ANY FILM COVERAGE OF INCIDENT OBTAINED.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

Reference Cincinnati

RE GI TELETYPewriter MAY NONE LACK SOURCES ARE

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

CORRELATE THREE LINE NINE THIRTY EIGHT SEVENTY FIVE END

cc - Mr. E.S. Miller
cc - Mr. Bishop
TO ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORY)

FROM SAC, CINCINNATI (175-30) (P)

SUBJECT UNSUB:
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW
DURING DEMONSTRATION
COLUMBUS, OHIO
MAY 9, 1972
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT
OF UNITED STATES
DGP

Re CI tel to Bureau, dated 5/13/72, captioned
as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau is black plastic
electrical tape bearing fragments from rear window of
Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW's vehicle, 1971 Cadillac
limousine SS232X. This tape was placed over break
in limousine's window and contains fragments from the
window.

The FBI Laboratory is requested to examine frag-
ments and identify same.

Bureau (Enc. 1)
Cincinnati

PRK/kyl
(4)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

TO : Mr. Conrad

FROM : M. E. Williams

DATE: 5/18/72

SUBJECT: UNKNOWN SUBJECT; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY 9, 1972; ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

During the appearance of Vice-President Agnew in Columbus, Ohio, on 5/9/72, demonstrators gathered near his vehicle and apparently someone threw a missile at the limousine causing a fracture in the rear window. An FBI investigation was immediately initiated under the Presidential Assassination Statute and the Cincinnati Office requested that the broken window be examined by the FBI Laboratory.

The Bureau was subsequently advised that the limousine had been flown to Japan for use by the Vice-President in his appearance there. Arrangements were made through U. S. Secret Service liaison to advise the Bureau when the limousine had been returned to Washington, D. C.

Yesterday afternoon the Bureau was advised that the limousine was available for examination at the U. S. Secret Service garage at 1310 L Street, N.W. SA Richard W. Flach of the Physics and Chemistry Section conducted a preliminary examination of the break in the window and photographs were taken. It is the intent of the Secret Service to replace this window and arrangements were made to make the window available to the Laboratory for detailed examination following its removal.

ACTION: For information.

EX-112 REC-42 175-184 9

1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Bates

MEW:11b (7)

MAY 26 1972

MAY 23 1972
MAY 1 1972

NR 005 CI PLXX GODDE

TELETYPING

433 AM     IMMEDIATE  5/10/72 KCB

TO     ACTING DIRECTOR (ATTN DID)

FROM     CINCINNATI (175-NEW) 3P

UNKNOWN SUBJECT

UNSUB: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING

DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE, NINETEEN SEVENTY-TWO.

ASSAULTING VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES. DGP.

Sergeant

SGT.    INTELLIGENCE UNIT, COLUMBUS, OHIO PD

ADvised that about seven thirty pm may nine, nineteen seventy-two

vice president arrived at fairgrounds columbus, ohio to speak

before a fund raising dinner for republican party. As

vice president approached lausche building at fairgrounds

where he was to speak, a group of about fifty demonstrators

broke off from group of about three hundred and surged toward

vehicle and a rock was thrown at the vehicle cracking rear window

in corner behind vice president's head. Rock did not go into

vehicle.

vice president continued into building and spoke to group. He

departed from lausche building by auto about nine pm and entered

EX-104 REC-36 MCT-31

7 MAY 24 1972
HELCOCPTER SHORT DISTANCE FROM BUILDING. Special Agent in Charge ROBERT FOSTER, SA, SECRET SERVICE, WAS IN VICE PRESENdENTIAL PARTY AND INCIDENT DISCUSSED WITH HIM. LT. INTELLIGENCE UNIT, COLUMBUS, OHIO PD AND CAPTAIN (OSHP) OHIO STATE HIGHWAY PATROL INFORMED OF INCIDENT. ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY RUSA COLUMBUS, WHO WAS AT THE LAUSCHE BUILDING WHEN INCIDENT OCCURRED, ADVISED THAT HE BELIEVES FACTS CONSTITUTE VIOLATION OF ASSAULTING OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES STATUTE.

INVESTIGATION IMMEDIATELY INSTITUTED TO IDENTIFY AND INTERVIEW SECURITY MATTER - STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY DEMONSTRATORS. SM-SDS (EXTREMIST) BU FILE ONE HUNDRED - FOUR FIVE FOUR NINE THREE FIVE WAS IN FRONT OF LARGE GROUP OF DEMONSTRATORS, BUT HAS NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED AS SMALLER BEING IN SMALLER GROUP FROM WHICH ROCK WAS THROWN. CONTACTED ADMITTED BEING AT FAIRGROUNDS BUT DENIED HE HAD ANY KNOWLEDGE OF ROCK THROWING INCIDENT. HIS ATTORNEY, CONTACTED FBI RESIDENT AGENCY AND SAID HE UNDERSTOOD FBI WANTED TO TALK TO HIS CLIENTS, HE PLANS TO HAVE THEM AT FBI RESIDENT AGENCY COLUMBUS, OHIO TEN THIRTY AM MAY TEN, NINETEEN SEVENTY-TWO. ANY INFORMATION THESE INDIVIDUALS DESIRE TO FURNISH WILL BE ACCEPTED.

END PAGE TWO
INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW FIFTEEN MILITANTS WHO WERE IDENTIFIED AS BEING AT FAIRGROUNDS. FOUR LOCATED BUT REFUSED TO BE INTERVIEWED AND OR DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF INCIDENT.

COLUMBUS, OHIO PD, OSHP AND SECRET SERVICE CONTACTED BUT HAVE NO SUSPECTS. FOUR SOURCES WHO WERE PRESENT AT DEMONSTRATION INTERVIEWED AND COULD NOT IDENTIFY UNSUB AND WERE UNAWARE OF INCIDENT.

IDENTITIES OF ALL OFFICERS WHO WERE IN POSITION TO HAVE OBSERVED INCIDENT ARE BEING DETERMINED AND WILL BE INTERVIEWED. NEWS MEDIA COVERING INCIDENT BEING CONTACTED TO DETERMINE IF ANY FILM COVERAGE OF INCIDENT OBTAINED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
Reference Cincinnati
RE-CI TELETYPE MAY NINE LAST. SOURCES ARE

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

cc - Mr. E.S. Miller
cc - Mr. Bishop
cc - Mr. Fried

CC-MR. BATES
May 10, 1972

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

Attached relates to attempted assault on Vice President Agnew during demonstration, Columbus, Ohio, 5-9-72, where Vice President was attending a fund-raising dinner for the Republican Party.

A group of demonstrators shouted obscenities at dinner guests and while Vice President was entering fairgrounds, a rock thrown at vehicle carrying the Vice President cracked the window behind his head. Rock thrown from group of demonstrators numbering approximately 50.

Secret Service, Cincinnati, and Cincinnati Police Department advised. Secret Service Headquarters advised by teletypes 5-9-72, and 5/10/72

Immediate investigation instituted to identify assailant.

RJP:erg
TO:  Airtel

DATE: May 16, 1972

SUBJECT: ABSENT VICE-PRESIDENT DURING TRIP TO CINCINNATI, OHIO, MAY 9, 1972; ABSENT VICE-PRESIDENT DURING TRANSITION; ABSENT VICE-PRESIDENT DURING TRANSITION, OHIO, MAY 9, 1972; ABSENT VICE-PRESIDENT DURING TRANSITION

A teletype 5/11/72, indicating window of limousine will be examined by U. S. Secret Service Laboratory upon the vehicle's return from Japan.

U. S. Secret Service liaison advised 5/15/72, that upon the limousine's return to Washington, D.C., Secret Service will make it available for examination by an FBI laboratory examiner in order to determine the feasibility of removing the glass from the vehicle for detailed analysis and examination in the laboratory.

Should Secret Service make contact with the FBI concerning the return of the vehicle, appropriate communication should be made with the FBI laboratory for the above requested examination.

DTP:nem (7)

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO . . .

MAIL ROOM  TELETYPEx UNLJED 2}

b6 b7c
Airtel to SAC, WFO 
Re: UNKNOWN SUBJECT; 
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT 
VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW

NOTE: During the appearance of the Vice-President in Columbus, Ohio, on 5/9/72, demonstrators gathered near the vehicle bearing the Vice-President and apparently one of the demonstrators threw a brick missile at the limousine causing the window to shatter. FBI investigation was immediately initiated under the Presidential—* Statute and in order to develop type of missile, Cincinnati, as origin, requested laboratory examination of the broken glass. Above instructions being sent to WFO in order to make certain FBI Laboratory examines the window as opposed to the Secret Service Laboratory as set forth in referenced teletype.

*Assassination
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

TO ACTING DIRECTOR
CINCINNATI (175-30)

FROM WASHINGTON FIELD (175-33) P

MAY 11 1972

TELETYPE

SUB: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW
DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, MAY NINE, LAST; ASSAULT
OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DGP.

RE CINCINNATI TELETYPES TO BUREAU, MAY TEN, LAST, AND
MAY ELEVEN, INSTANT.

INQUIRY AT UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE (USSS), HEAD DASH
QUARTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C. (WDC), RESULTED IN SUGGESTION THAT
ASSISTANT SAIC AND SAIC LAWSON BE CONTACTED FOR
DETAILS.

CONTACT WITH WINSTON LAWSON, SAIC, OPERATIONS AND
OGISITICS, USSS, ONE EIGHT ZERO ZERO G STREET, NW, WDC,
DETERMINED ONE OR TWO MINUTES BEFORE ARRIVAL OF VICE
PRESIDENTS LIMOUSINE AT LAUSCHE BUILDING, FAIR GROUNDS,
COLUMBUS, OHIO, GROUP OF DEMONSTRATORS BEGAN THROWING
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS, IE ROCKS, BOTTLES, ETC., AT CAR. HE

END PAGE ONE

MAY 21 1972

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Felt
Mr. Campbell
Mr. Riegle
Mr. Hoff
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Miller, D.S.
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. J.
Mr. Cleveland
Mr. Piques
Mr. Wither
Mr. Hunt
Mr. Walters
Mr. 
Tele. Room
Mem. of... 2
Miss Gandy
PAGE TWO

SAW FOUR OR FIVE OBJECTS FLY OVER CAR AND ONE WHICH APPEARED TO BE A ROCK STRUCK REAR WINDOW. HE OBSERVED ABOVE WHILE RIDING IN FOLLOWING CAR, BUT WAS UNABLE TO PICK OUT ANY INDIVIDUAL FROM CROWD RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS. ANY ATTEMPTS TO IDENTIFY THOSE RESPONSIBLE IF AT ALL POSSIBLE, WOULD HAVE BEEN MADE BY LOCAL POLICE ON SCENE.

HE FELT BULLET PROOF GLASS PREVENTED SHATTERING OF WINDOW SINCE OBJECT APPEARED HEAVY. LIMOUSINE STILL EN ROUTE TO JAPAN AND IS DUE BACK IN WDC APPROXIMATELY MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT AT THAT TIME, USSS LABORATORY WILL REPLACE GLASS AND CONDUCT EXAMINATION TO DETERMINE WHAT TYPE OF OBJECT STRUCK IT. PHOTOGRAPHS OF WINDOW WERE TAKEN AT COLUMBUS, OHIO, TO THE BEST OF HIS KNOWLEDGE.

ASSISTANT SAID, OFFICE OF VICE PRESIDENT, WAS RIDING IN VICE PRESIDENTS LIMOUSINE WHEN DEMONSTRATORS JUMPED OVER CYCLONE FENCE BARRICADE, FORTY FEET FROM CAR. NUMEROUS OBJECTS WERE THROWN AT CAR FROM THE CROWD, BUT ONLY END PAGE TWO
ONE HIT THE CAR. THIS SOUNDED LIKE EITHER A HEAVY ROCK OR POSSIBLY A HEAVY ROUND METAL OBJECT, POSSIBLY A SHOT DASH PUT. THIS RESULTED IN TWO INCH CHIP IN REAR WINDOW IN UPPER RIGHT CORNER.

DUE TO CONFUSION AT SCENE, HE LATER DETERMINED NO ONE FROM USSS, LOCAL POLICE OR OHIO HIGHWAY PATROL OBSERVED THE INDIVIDUAL WHO THREW THE OBJECT. HE AUTHORIZED THE PHOTOGRAPHS TO BE TAKEN IN COLUMBUS, AND WHEN CAR RETURNS FROM JAPAN, THE USSS LABORATORY WILL REPLACE AND CONDUCT COMPLETE EXAMINATION OF GLASS. WHEN EXAMINATION COMPLETED HE WILL NOTIFY UFO OF RESULTS.

UFO WILL MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH USSS REGARDING ABOVE EXAMINATION.

END

ACK TWO AND HOLD

JTG FBI WASH DC

CC-MR. BATES
To: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30)  

Date: May 30, 1972

UNSUBJ:  

Re: ATTACK TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION COLUMBUS, OHIO MAY 9, 1972  
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES

DGP

Examination requested by: Cincinnati

Reference: Airtol 5/19/72

Examination requested: Microscopic Analyses - Glass

Remarks:

Specimen Q1 is being returned under separate cover by registered mail.
To: SAC, Cincinnati

Re: UNSUB;

ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION
COLUMBUS, OHIO MAY 9, 1972
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES DGP

Specimens received 5/22/72

QL Tape bearing material from rear window of vehicle

Result of examination:

One of the glass particles on the tape of QL bore a trace of dust containing quartz particles. Whether normal to the window or deposited by an object could not be determined.

The glass and debris was removed from the tape and microscopically examined. Only dust particles were found. No metal particles or smudges and no brick or concrete particles were found.

The object which struck the window could not be determined from an examination of QL.
RECORDED
5/23/72

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re:
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION
COLUMBUS, OHIO MAY 9, 1972
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
DGP

Examination requested by: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30)
Examination requested:
Microscopic (min.)
Glass (P&O - )
Result of Examination:
One of the glass particles on the tape of Q1 bore a track of dust covering large particles. Whether normal to the window or deflected by an object could not be determined. The glass and debris were removed from the tape and microscopically examined. Only dust particles were found. No metal particles or splinters and no article a match. Specimens submitted for examination

QL Tape bearing material from rear window of vehicle

Particles were found.
The object which struck the window could not be determined from an examination of Q1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>81 = 12k Tissue mic for glass plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 triangular bar △ 8x8x1.9mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T micro slide (ota, 9k C lite parts) on outside face</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Original sheet unworn or dry by object not determined.

Glass removed from tissue and cleaned, washed in Ultrasone.

But in photo Gallen. Foreign, wet collected on slide.

Subjects: 9k fiber, angular parts - all don't regs.

No No. 9, no social parts.

No wet object found. Object not determined by defining glass parts.
UNSUB;
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION
COLUMBUS, OHIO MAY 9, 1972
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
DGP
Evidence Receipt (to be used in lieu of correspondence covering evidence submissions to the Laboratory) 7-16 (5-9-55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency submitting evidence</th>
<th>SAC, WFO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>5/31/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory #</td>
<td>PC-H7268 BV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivered by

| ROBERT E. LILL |

Accepted by

| SA R. W. FLACH |

Suspect: ROBERT E. LILL

Victim: SA R. W. FLACH

Offense: Assault on V. Pres. of U. S.; DGP

Place and date of offense: Columbus, Ohio 5/9/72

Brief Facts covering case

On 5/9/72, Unknown person threw object at Vice President Spiro Agnew's car. Lab requested to attempt to determine object from examination of rear window of car.

Prev. exams this case

| XX Yes | No |

Evid, located

| Room # 7140 |

Report to be directed to

| CI |

Copies to

| SAC, WFO |

Evidence to be returned to

| SAC, WFO |

Date of hearing, grand jury, trial, or reason why expeditious handling is necessary

Evidence

Q2 Rear Window of Automobile

REC-71 175-184-13

EX-109

(This space for blocking)

JUN 5 1972

(use reverse side if necessary for additional evidence)
TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, WFO (175-83) (P)

UNSUB; Attempt to Assault Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW During Demonstration, Columbus Ohio, May 9, 1972; Assault of Vice-President of United States; DGP

Re Bureau airtel to WFO 5/16/72.

On 5/31/72, the rear window of Vice-President's limousine was made available by the United States Secret Service at the Executive Office Building for examination by the FBI Laboratory and was hand carried to the Laboratory for detailed examination same date.

This is to confirm above submission to the Laboratory.

REC-20

3-Bureau 1-Cincinnati (175-30) (Info) 1-WFO
REL:11h (5)
Evidence Receipt (to be used in lieu of correspondence covering evidence submissions to the Laboratory)
7-16 (6-9-55)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency submitting evidence</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WFO</td>
<td>5/31/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sproul T. O'Neil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory #</th>
<th>Laboratory #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-123</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivered by</th>
<th>Accepted by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert E. Lille</td>
<td>RW Trachten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suspect</th>
<th>Victim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place and date of offense</th>
<th>Offense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Champaign, Ill. 5/31/72</td>
<td>Assault on V. part of US 1 DGP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brief Facts covering case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In 5/31/72 Unknown person threw object at V. Pen. Office agency car. Not requested to attempt to determine et from examination of rear windows of car.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prev. exams this case</th>
<th>Evid. located</th>
<th>Report to be directed to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Room # 2140</td>
<td>CT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copies to</th>
<th>Evidence to be returned to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WFD</td>
<td>WFD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note of hearing, grand jury, trial, or reason why expeditious handling is necessary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Evidence

02 Rear window of automobile.
To: SAC, WFO

Re: UNSUB; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO 5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DGP

Specimen personally delivered by SA Robert E. Lille on 5/31/72

Q2 Rear window of automobile

Result of examination:

The impact on Q2 appears to have come downward at a slight angle from the vertical on the slanted window and from a direction behind the left rear side of the automobile.

The crushed glass and cone of the impact area are characteristic of a low velocity object. No metal smears, no brick particles, no concrete particles or other materials were found which would indicate or identify the object impacting the glass. Dust particles and black specks from the coating on the tape on the glass were all that were found at the impact area.

6 JUN 16 1972
RECORDED
6/2/72
cb

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: UNSUB; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT
VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING
DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO
5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES; DGP

Examination requested by: SAC, WFO
Examination requested: Glass (P&O - frac)
Result of Examination: CC McCaig

File # 175-184-1b
Lab. # PC-H7268 BV
evid rec. 5/31/72
Date received: 5/31/72 pd
Examination by: FLACH

Per del by SA Robert E. Lilleston 5/31/72

Specimens submitted for examination

Q2 Rear window of automobile

The subject on Q2 of 5/2/72, to have come downward at a slight angle from vertical on the slanted window and from a direction behind the left rear side of the automobile.

The crushed glass and cone of the impact area is characteristic of a low-velocity object. No mortar pieces, no metal particles, no granule particles on either material with fused or foreign material to identify the object impacting the glass. Just particles and black specs from debris on the leaves on the glass were all that were found at the impact area.
To: SAC, WFO

Date: June 7, 1972

L. Patrick Gray
Acting Director

FBI Case No.
Lab No. 175-184
PC-H7268 BV

UNSUB; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT
VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING
DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO
5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT
OF UNITED STATES; DGP

Examination requested by:
WFO

Reference:
Evidence received 5/31/72

Examination requested:
Glass

Remarks:
Specimen Q2 will be retained in the Laboratory
until called for by an Agent from Washington Field for
return to Secret Service.

Enclosures 2 (2 Lab report)

1 - SAC, Cincinnati
TO: ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI (ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORY)
FROM: SAC, CINCINNATI (175-30) (P)
SUBJECT: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DGP

Enclosed is a half of a paving brick located during a crime scene search at the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio, 5/10/72.

On 5/10/72, a crime scene search was conducted at the north end of the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio. Half of a paving brick was located which may have been the missile used to damage Vice President SPIRO AGNEW's limousine.

The FBI Laboratory is requested to examine the half paving brick for fingerprints and compare material in paving brick to any material taken from the window of Vice President AGNEW's limousine.

3-Bureau (RM)
1-Package
2-Cincinnati

PRK: cms
REO: 50
EX: 109

Approved: 3 JUN 1972
Sent __________ M Per __________

SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE
REPORT
of the
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION

TO: SAC, Cincinnati

ATTEND TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW
BY G. DENTON
CONTINUES, OHIO
5/9/72
ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES

REFERENCE:
EXAMINATION REQUESTED BY: Cincinnati
SPECIMENS:

Airtel 6/2/72
One paving brick, Q3

No latent prints of value appear or were developed on Q3.

The disposition of the specimen and the results of the laboratory examination are the subjects of a separate laboratory report.

Mailed by:
JUN 22 1972

L. PATRICK GRAY, III
Acting Director
RECORDED
6/13/72
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

RECORDED 6-15-72 11:35 A.M. to Received 6-15-72

LATE N T S

Rec
Re:

ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT
SEPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION,
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72;
ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES; DGP

Lab. # 75184-19
PC-H7527 BV
LC#A-55016

Examination requested by:
SAC, Cincinnati (175-30) Airtel 6/8/72

Examination requested:
Glass (P&O) - Fingerprint

Result of Examination:

Specimens submitted for examination

Q3 Paving brick

Examination Completed 11:30 A.M. 6/14/72
Dictated 4/14/72

Time Date

HEC
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

DATE: 6/20/72

TO: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30) UNITED STATES; DGP

Re: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF

Invoice of Contents

Q3

715805

MAILED 23 JUN 20 1972 FBI

REGISTERED MAIL

Special Instructions:
Mail Room: Show shipment date and registry number.
Shipping Room: Show shipment date; bill of lading number; initial invoice; return to Section checked in block; after initializing in block, invoice to be placed in administrative file.

FBI File No. 175-184

6/20/72 PC-H7527 BV
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

To: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30)

Date: June 20, 1972

Re: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DGP

Examination requested by: Cincinnati

Reference: Airtel 6/8/72

Examination requested: Glass – Microscopic Analyses – Fingerprint

Remarks:

A separate report is being sent concerning the latent fingerprint examinations of the Q3 portion of brick.

Specimen Q3 is being returned under separate cover by registered mail.

MAILED: JUN 20 1972

DO NOT INCLUDE ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE(S) INFORMATION IN INVESTIGATIVE REPORT

REG: 33

EX-116 JUN 27 1972

1-Washington Field Office Enclosure (Lab report) Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)
REPORT of the FBI LABORATORY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30)

Re: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DGP

Specimens received

6/12/72

Q3 Portion of paving brick

Result of examination:

The Q3 brick portion was microscopically examined and no glass particles were found to indicate contact with the rear window.

The brick portion is heavy enough to have caused the damage to the window if the brick had landed on one of its corners after arching downward to the glass.

RWF:mas(5)
RECORDED  FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
6/13/72  UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FED.

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT File # 175-184-
SPIRO AGNEW, DEHIND DEMONSTRATION, Lab. # PC-H7527 BV.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72;
ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES; DGP

Examination requested by: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30) Airtel 6/8
Examination requested: Microscopic (min) Date received: 6/12/ rm
Glass (P&O) - Fingerprint

Result of Examination:

The Q3 brick portion was microscopically examined and no glass particles were found to indicate contact with the rear window.
The brick portion is heavy enough to have caused the damage to the window if the brick had landed on one of its corners after arcing downward to the glass.

Specimens submitted for examination:

Q3 Brick of paving brick

Micro exam of debris removed
No glass found.

Apparentlty broken in half

weight: 2336 gms.
4/10/72 11:00 22s
UNKNOW SUBJET: ATTEMPT TO
ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO
AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION,
COLUMBUS, OHIO
MAY 9, 1972

REFERENCE:

Cincinnati teletype to the Bureau 5/9/72.

ENCLOSURES:

TO THE BUREAU.

1. Two sets of pictures of a 1971 Cadillac
limousine, SS 232 X, to be disseminated to the U.S.
Secret Service.

2. One copy of the article entitled
"Shit Hits Fan", which appeared in the "Columbus
CI 175-30

ADMINISTRATIVE:

Appropriate local and Federal officials have been alerted to attempt to identify demonstrators who were present at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio, May 9, 1972. Informants have been advised to be alerted to the same.

One copy of this report is being disseminated locally to the U.S. Secret Service, Columbus, Ohio.

Paving brick located at crime scene, forwarded to the FBI Laboratory under separate cover.


- B -

COVER PAGE
ADMINISTRATIVE:

On May 10, 1972, [REDACTED] advised while a rally was being held at the Ohio State University (OSU) Oval, [REDACTED] was seated on some steps on the north west corner of 15th and High Street and did not join the crowd until they marched east on 15th Street.

On the Oval persons making presentations were [REDACTED] behind a NIXON mask, [REDACTED] and [REDACTED].

During the harassment of guests entering the Lausche Building, [REDACTED] reminded the hecklers shouting slogans and obscenities not to get too close to the doorway leading into the building.

Spat upon was a gentleman wearing a maroon jacket and another gentleman who was bald and the spit was running down his face.

[REDACTED] was most verbal and shouting constantly at the guests.

One young man kept repeating, "smile when you kill babies."

While the guests were entering the building in many instances they were pushed and at times had a whistle blown close to their ears.

Remarks were made regarding the fashionable clothes worn by guests and that the cost of their furs and the cost of the dinner could feed hungry children. Also the $125 dinner was for more bullets to murder people.

A woman news reporter from WCOL warned several protestors that the state troopers were converging on the area. She had taped [REDACTED] several times during her many outbursts. As the protestors were leaving the fairgrounds, several cars were marked with red markers and anti-war slogans.
LEADS:

CINCINNATI

AT COLUMBUS, OHIO

Will maintain contact with local and Federal officials and informants to identify and interview persons present during demonstration at Lausche Building on May 9, 1972.

Continue to locate and interview all persons previously identified as being present at demonstration.
Copy to: 1-U.S. Secret Service, Cincinnati, Ohio (Enc.12) (RM)

Report of: 
Date: 6/13/72

Field Office File #: CI 175-30

Title: UNKNOWN SUBJECT;
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION
COLUMBUS, OHIO
MAY 9, 1972

Character: ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES;
DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Synopsis: On 5/9/72, Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW's vehicle,
a 1971 Cadillac limousine, number SS.232 X
approached the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio. As the vehicle approached the North end of the building
a number of demonstrators approached the vehicle and the rear window of the vehicle was damaged.
Several demonstrators were subsequently identified and interviewed. Local and state and Federal authorities were immediately contacted and liaison has been maintained regarding this matter. U.S. Secret Service retained custody of the vehicle following damage to the window and placed tape over the damage. This tape was forwarded to the FBI Laboratory and particles embedded in the tape were determined to be quartz and dust. No metal particles or smudges, and no brick or concrete particles were found. The object which struck the window could not be determined by an examination. Crime scene search conducted in the area of incident, and half of a paving brick located. Brick forwarded to FBI Laboratory for examination.

ENCLOSURES

TO U.S. SECRET SERVICE, Cincinnati, Ohio

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
CI 175-30

1. Two sets of pictures of a 1971 Cadillac limousine, SS 232 X.

DETAILS:
An examination was made of the area on and adjacent to 20th Avenue, north of Lausche Building, Ohio Expositions Grounds, which located a half paving brick in the grass area at the south edge of 20th Avenue between Gate 1 and Gate 14 at a spot opposite junction of 20th Avenue and a gravel street that dead ends into 20th Avenue from the north. The half brick was 9 feet, 3 inches from the pavement of 20th Avenue, 7 feet, 7 inches from a fence at the north end of the Lausche Building, and 4 feet, 2 inches east of a large brace post that slants to a large utility pole planted south of the above fence.

Grass beneath the half brick was alive and had just begun to wilt, indicating that this item had not been in this position for a very long period of time.

The half brick was photographed in position as discovered, then placed in a cellophane envelope and removed as possible evidence.

All of the above activity was observed by [Redacted] Special Agent, Secret Service, U.S. Treasury Department, Columbus, Ohio.

Interviewed on 5/10/72 at Columbus, Ohio File # 175-30
SA LOREN M. BEDELL/dls Date dictated 5/11/72

Th' document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
A 1971 Cadillac Fleetwood sedan was examined at Columbus Fire Department Fire Station #3, Fourth and Fulton Streets. The vehicle was identified by Special Agent[Redacted], Vice President Protection Division, United States Secret Service, as Vehicle # SS 232 X.

Agent[Redacted] advised the above vehicle is the one in which Vice President SPIRO AGNEW was a passenger on the evening of May 9, 1972, when an unknown missile, projected by an unknown subject, struck the upper right portion of the rear window, causing a fracture of the glass contained therein. Agent[Redacted] advised that the damaged portion of the glass was temporarily covered with black plastic electrical tape to make it less conspicuous.

The black tape was removed and photographs were taken with a Bessler Topcon Camera, #4617332, using 35 mm Kodak Plus-X Pan film (PX 135-36) under available light conditions.

The black tape, when removed to expose the damaged area of the window, was noted to retain a fragment of glass and a small amount of powdered substance from the fractured area. The tape, with fragments adhering to its surface, was obtained and retained.

Interviewed on 5/10/72 at Columbus, Ohio File # 175-30

SAS by [Redacted] & FXF/cjh Date dictated 5/10/72

If this document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Special Agent, Vice-Presidential Protection Division, United States Secret Service, advised that the 1971 Cadillac Fleetwood sedan, in which Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW was a passenger on the evening of May 9, 1972, at Columbus, Ohio, is designated as Vehicle Number SS 232 X, and that the vehicle is departing Columbus, Ohio, by air for Japan on May 10, 1972, and that repairs, consisting of replacement of the rear window, would take place on return of the vehicle to the United States May 19, 1972. Agent advised he did not know where the replacement would be made on return to the United States, except that it would be done promptly inasmuch as the protection capability of the glass in the damaged area has been reduced by at least fifty percent if it should be hit again in the same location.

Agent advised that, upon his return, he can be reached at Room 237, Executive Office Building, telephone 395-4153, Washington, D. C., after May 19, 1972.
Films of television stations WBNS, WLWC, and WTVN, were reviewed of the protest demonstration held the evening of May 9, 1972, at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio.

No film footage of investigative value was noted.
Columbus, Ohio, furnished the following information:

advised that on the evening of May 9, 1972, he observed approximately four hundred demonstrators who were protesting the Vietnam War, pass his apartment, on route to the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio. These individuals, according to were going to the Lausche Building to protest the appearance of Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW, who was to appear before a Republican fund raising dinner. stated that he decided to go over to the fairgrounds to see the Vice-President arrive and see the activity of the demonstrators.

stated that he is not involved in any type of anti-war activities, but because he is a student at Ohio State University, he has observed some of the demonstrators in the past and recognized as being one of the leaders of the demonstrators, who frequently addressed the crowd in front of the Lausche Building utilizing a bull horn.

stated that the approximately four hundred demonstrators yelled obscenities at guests arriving at the Lausche Building, and on some occasions tried to physically block their entrance to the building. stated that he observed one demonstrator throw an egg at an individual arriving at the dinner, and described the individual who threw the egg in the following manner:

Sex: Male
Race: White
Age: Approximately twenty-one
Height: 5' 4"
Build: Stocky
Hair: Black, in an afro type style
Characteristics: Beard, wire rimmed glasses, and a petite type army jacket.
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stated that he did not recognize many of the demonstrators, but did see a girl who is a freshman at Ohio State University, whom he believes is named (FNU) (phonetic), a white female from Sandusky, Ohio.

advised that at approximately twenty minutes prior to Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW's arrival at the Lausche Building, two platoons of the Ohio State Highway Patrol marched to the scene, and one of the demonstrators announced over the bull horn that the demonstrators should sit on the fence and stay together in the front of the building.

stated that as AGNEW's motorcade approached the north gate of the Lausche Building, someone cried out, "Here he comes!" and a number of demonstrators rushed toward the fence at the north end of the parking lot of the Lausche Building and the northeast corner of the Lausche Building itself. stated that he saw a number of demonstrators rush toward the fence, and a few even walked through the fence area toward the roadway as the Vice-President's motorcade passed that area and entered a gate just west of the parking lot. stated that he did not see anyone throw anything at the Vice-President's motorcade, but a number of individuals were screaming obscenities at the Vice-President's car.

stated that after the Vice-President's vehicle entered the gate, the demonstrators again assembled, marched out onto Seventeenth Avenue, and proceeded in a westerly direction toward the Ohio State University campus. stated that he did not hear anyone mention any rocks or any other objects being thrown at the Vice-President's car, and at this time could not identify anyone he knows personally who was close to the fence where the Vice-President's vehicle passed.

stated that he would be willing to view photographs of demonstrators, however, at this time, could not provide any names of individuals who were present at this demonstration.
The following description of [BLANK] was obtained through observation and interview:

Sex: Male
Race: Negro
Date of birth: [BLANK]
Place of birth: [BLANK]
Height: 6'4"
Weight: 195
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Characteristics: Mustache, long sideburns
Present status: Student at Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Social Security Account Number: [BLANK]
stated he was present at the demonstration on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, but was unaware of a rock throwing incident involving the Vice-President until informed by the FBI. He had no idea who might have thrown the rock, and would not reveal the identity of any other people at the demonstration.
advised she was present at the demonstration on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, and was a leader of the group, but was unaware of anyone throwing rocks at the Vice-President until she heard this reported on the evening news.

She was not at the North side of the building, but remained with the majority of the protesters toward the two entrances on the West side of the building.

She did not wish to disclose the names of other participating in the demonstration.
was confronted on Fourth Street, near 16th Avenue, in Columbus, Ohio, where he was walking southbound on the east sidewalk. He declined to be interviewed indicating that he would like to discuss with his attorney whether he should talk to the FBI and advised that he would appear at the FBI Office in Columbus, Ohio, on the morning of May 10, 1972, at approximately 10:00 A.M. is described as follows from observation:

Sex: Male
Race: Caucasian
Age: 24 (approximately)
Height: 5'6"
Weight: 145 pounds
Hair: Black (flowing below shoulders, curly, and parted down the middle)
Wearing: Gold rim glasses, a military fatigue type jacket.
was interviewed at his residence, Columbus, Ohio. was advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview. He thereafter advised as follows:

stated that he was not present at a demonstration which occurred at the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio, May 9, 1972. stated that the evening of May 9, 1972, he was at the Ohio State University Campus taking a test in a Psychology course. stated that he has never taken part in demonstrations of this sort.

provided the following descriptive data:

Name: 
Date of birth: 
Place of birth: 
Race: Caucasian
Sex: Male
Height: 6'1"
Weight: 160 pounds
Hair: red
Eyes: brown
Education: Freshman, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
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was interviewed at his residence, was advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview. He thereafter advised as follows:

On May 9, 1972, and were at the Sailing Club located in the Ohio State University (OSU) Student Union. A call was received by from the Tenant’s Union stating that a rally to protest the Vietnam War would be held on the Oval at OSU that afternoon. stated that he went to the Oval and joined a crowd assembled there. From the Oval the crowd went to the Lasche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds where Vice President AGNEW was due to speak. stated that since he had never participated in a demonstration, he stayed away from the main part of the crowd. stated that when the crowd started shouting that the Vice President was coming, he was at the south end of the building and did not see the Vice President or any of his party as they came in the north end of the building.

stated that the only person he saw at the demonstration that he recognized was who is a Negro male who attended OSU in the past. He could not further. stated that he believes that used to reside on in Columbus, Ohio, but he does not know his present address or other pertinent information concerning him:

stated that he did not observe anyone throw any objects during the demonstration and has no idea who may have done so.

provided the following descriptive data:

Name: 
Race: Caucasian 
Sex: Male 
Date of Birth: 
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CI 175-30

Place of Birth: 
Height: 6'
Weight: 165 pounds
Eyes: Blue
Hair: Brown
Permanent Residence:
Education: Junior, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
was interviewed at his residence. He was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview. He advised as follows:

stated that on May 9, 1972, he was at the Ohio State University (OSU) Sailing Club Office which is located in the OSU Student Union. He received a call from an unknown individual representing the Tenant's Union who advised that there would be a rally that afternoon on the Oval at OSU to protest the war in Vietnam. stated that he went to the Oval and met a crowd of demonstrators already gathered there. They then marched to the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds. stated that since he had never participated in a demonstration in the past, he wanted to be able to get out of the area should anyone else start trouble. Therefore, he stated, he was at the south side of the Lausche Building opposite the area where Vice President AGNEW arrived. stated that while in the area of the Lausche Building, he did not observe anyone throw any objects. He further stated that he knows an individual named who was in attendance at the demonstration.

provided the following descriptive data:

Name: 
Sex: Male
Race: Caucasian
Date of Birth: 
Place of Birth: 
Height: 5'7"
Weight: 120 pounds
Eyes: Green-Brown
Hair: Brown - Shoulder length
Education: Sophomore, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Permanent Address: Columbus, Ohio
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Father:  
Mother:  
Social Security  
Account Number:
An individual identifying himself as [redacted] telephonically contacted SA [redacted] at the Columbus, Ohio Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. He stated that he had heard that FBI Agents wanted to talk to him regarding a demonstration at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio, on May 9, 1972. [redacted] stated that he had been advised by a [redacted] to refuse to be interviewed by the FBI. [redacted] would not elaborate on any of his comments and the conversation was terminated.
was interviewed at 

He admitted to being_________ but denied knowing anything about an assault on Vice President AGNEW on May 9, 1972. He denied any knowledge of a demonstration in the Ohio Fairgrounds area and advised that the only thing he knew about AGNEW was that he had heard on television that he was in Columbus.

_________ is described as follows from observation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex:</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race:</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height:</td>
<td>6'0&quot; to 6'1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td>130 pounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair:</td>
<td>Brown (shoulder length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearing:</td>
<td>Glasses with clear rims, a black turtle neck sweater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age:</td>
<td>24 to 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unusual Characteristics:</td>
<td>A small, thin moustache</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was noted from _______ mailbox that he and the following individuals were listed as residing at

declined to discuss these individuals and would not admit that they were his roommates. He denied that anyone else was in the apartment with him.
was contacted on the sidewalk in the vicinity of McMillan and High Streets, Columbus, Ohio, and advised of the identities of the interviewing agents. ________ was advised by the Special Agents that the Federal Bureau of Investigation was interviewing prospective witnesses who may have observed an individual throw a rock at Vice-President Agnew on May 9, 1972, at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio. ________ admitted his identity and admitted that he was at the Lausche Building on May 9, 1972, however he refused to discuss anything further with interviewing agents. ________ terminated the interview by walking away from the Special Agents.

Interviewed on 5/10/72 at Columbus, Ohio
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who identified himself as an attorney, telephonically contacted the Columbus, Ohio RA and said that some of his clients had told him that FBI agents were at their residences to interview them. He was told that FBI was seeking witnesses to an attempted assault on Vice-President SPIRO T. AGNEW at the State Fairgrounds earlier in the evening and that persons known to have been in the crowd were being interviewed. He asked who he wanted to talk to and was told all persons who may have witnessed the incident.

He said that he would bring to the FBI Office at 10:30 AM, Wednesday, May 10, 1971, the following people:

---
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appeared at the Columbus, Ohio Resident Agency with a group of five other white males. They were all taken to the jury room.

said that he represented the group as their attorney. The group was told that FBI was investigating the attempted assault on the Vice-President of the U.S. on May 9, 1972, outside the Lausche Building on the State Fairgrounds and that certain people had been identified as being in the vicinity. We desired to talk to these people to determine if anyone of them witnessed the event.

said he was advising them not to say anything and he was told that these people were only possible witnesses and each would be asked by the FBI if they did observe the incident.

Each were asked their names and they identified themselves as:

Professor - Ohio State University Law School

Each said they did not desire to make any statement even as to whether they had been at the Fairgrounds.
new name also known as

was interviewed in the guardroom of the Buckeye Steel Castings Company, 2211 Parsons Avenue. He was advised that he is being interviewed for information regarding an assault upon Vice President AGNEW at the Ohio State Fairgrounds in the late afternoon hours of May 9, 1972. He was advised that he is being interviewed for information regarding the matter.

furnished the following information freely and voluntarily. He denied any knowledge of any type of assault on the Vice President. He admitted that he knew the Vice President was in town and indicated that he was in the area when the Vice President arrived on the Ohio Fairgrounds for a speech. He denied knowing any other persons at the scene and declined to talk about the demonstration.

The following descriptive data was obtained from observation and interview:

Name: [blank]
Sex: Male
Race: Caucasian
Height: 5'8"
Weight: 150 pounds
Hair: Brown (curly, unkempt)
Eyes: Brown
Characteristics: Thin moustache, and thin beard

Date of Birth: [blank]
Place of Birth: [blank]
Current Address: Columbus, Ohio
Education: High school diploma and education at College
Marital Status: Single

Interviewed on 5/10/72 at Columbus, Ohio
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Military Service: None. Draft Board at Elyria, Ohio. Board #72, Fort Lorain County, Ohio. - Selective Service showing date of birth, place of birth, height 5'8", weight 140 pounds, brown hair, hazel eyes, and registered.

Current Employment: Buckeye Steel Castings Company for the past two months.

Clothing: Brown Lewis, tight pants, OD fatigue shirt with U.S. Army over left shirt pocket, brown work boots with protective covers.

Unusual Characteristics: [Blank]

advised that he did not desire to talk about any of his connections with Students for a Democratic Society, political activists groups, or other activities outside his employment. He did not desire to talk about being in Cleveland, Ohio, during March of 1972 and would not furnish any information regarding any of his outside work activities.

He declined to furnish the identification information regarding an automobile and would not admit that he had an automobile.
The following investigation was conducted at Columbus, Ohio by SA's.

On May 10, 1972, Ohio State University, furnished the following addresses for individuals enrolled in the law school. [Blank] advised that he was not personally acquainted with any of these individuals:

- Columbus, Ohio
  - Telephone [Blank]

- Columbus, Ohio
  - Telephone [Blank]

[Blank] advised on May 10, 1972, that [Blank] had moved to Columbus, Ohio.

On May 10, 1972, [Blank] advised that she did not expect her husband home until approximately 6 PM. [Blank] advised her husband went to the Lausche Building to act as a legal advisor. She additionally advised that she had not heard her husband talk about the incident, nor did she know anything about the incident.

Attempts to contact [Blank] were unsuccessful on May 10, 1972, and on May 11, 1972.
Attempts to locate [ ] at [ ] were unsuccessful on May 10, 1972, and May 11, 1972.

An attempt to contact [ ] at the Veterans' Against the War Office, Room 324, Ohio Union, Ohio State University, was unsuccessful on May 10, 1972.
The following individuals were to be located and interviewed by SA's:

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Investigation on May 10, 1972, disclosed that [blank] was a patient at Mt. Carmel Hospital beginning May 8, 1972.

[blank] has left Columbus, Ohio for San Francisco, California, the latter part of April, 1972, and was still there.

[blank] on the early afternoon of May 9, 1972, travelled to Detroit, Michigan, and had remained there.
permanent resident of Ohio, advised that he has been living with Columbus, Ohio, since approximately the end of September, 1971. Advised that he is a member of the Gay Activist Alliance as is his roommate.

stated that on the evening of May 9, 1972, he was at the Wesley Foundation in the Ohio State University area and did not attend the rally at the Ohio State Fairgrounds, which was held in conjunction with Vice President Spiro Agnew's speech at that location.

stated that he had no knowledge whatsoever as to who was responsible for throwing a rock at the Vice President's vehicle as the Vice President was arriving at the fairgrounds.

A description of as obtained through interview and observation is as follows:

Name: 
Race: White
Sex: Male
Date of birth: 
Place of birth: Akron, Ohio
Height: 5'6"
Weight: 190 pounds
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Military service: Former CT-3
United States Navy

Social Security Number: 

Education: Presently attending Nationwide Beauty Academy
Columbus, Ohio

Parent's address: 
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acknowledged that he has been gay for just over one year. He added that with himself and is residing with them. is described by as being "straight" and he is from the Dayton, Ohio area. also added that on occasion girl friend, will reside at the apartment. He added that has an apartment of her own on Columbus, Ohio.
Telephone number was contacted and stated that she did not want to talk with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and was not even interested in hearing what they wanted to talk to her about.

Additionally, stated that she did not desire to help the FBI and stated that she was busy and did not have time to talk.

At this time, walked away from interviewing Agents and refused to talk further.
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telephone number advised that he was present at the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, when Vice-President AGNEW arrived, however, he stated that he did not see the Vice-President's automobile, nor did he see anyone throw any objects at the car.

Additionally, advised that he was at the Lausche Building because a petition had been passed around the Ohio State University Law School asking for legal observers for the march and demonstration at the Lausche Building. explained that a legal advisor was just to watch in case witnesses to any incidents were needed at a future date. stated that he did not see any incidents and repeated that he did not see anyone with rocks, nor did he see anyone throw any objects.

stated that he was at the back of the crowd and was really not in a position to see the people arriving at the building.

also advised that he did not know any of the persons in the crowd and could offer no names of persons who might have witnessed the incident.

At the onset of this interview, was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and that the Agents desired to talk with him regarding his possible witnessing a rock throwing incident at the Lausche Building on May 9, 1972.
Planned Parenthood, 200 East State Street, Columbus, Ohio, was contacted and was told that the interviewing agents were conducting an investigation concerning an assault on the Residence of the Vice President of the United States on May 9, 1972.

stated that she was aware of the fact that this had occurred from watching it on television late in the evening on May 9, 1972. She stated, however, she did not wish to discuss this matter and would not state whether she had been one of the individuals who was around the scene of the Vice President's speech on the Ohio State Fairgrounds. She stated that she did not wish to discuss anything and pointed out that her attorney was

Since she would not discuss anything further, the interview was then terminated.
was located walking northbound on the west side of North High Street, near McMillen, in Columbus, Ohio. He was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the purpose of the interview. He stated that he had nothing to say. He produced identification in the form of an Ohio operator's license and a draft card reflecting his name and permanent address of Ohio. ____________

__________ was in company with ____________

__________ reiterated that he had nothing to say. He walked away.

Interviewed on 5/9/72 at Columbus, Ohio
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was interviewed at her residence, was advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview. She thereafter advised as follows:

On the afternoon of May 9, 1972, she, were at the Sailing Club located in the Ohio State University (OSU) Student Union. A call was received by from the Tenant’s Union stating that a rally would begin on the Oval at OSU to protest the mining of the harbors of North Vietnam. The three of them went to the Oval and from there with the crowd to the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds. stated that she had never attended a rally before and therefore she, stayed on the south side of the Lausche Building and on the fringe of the crowd. Therefore, stated she could not observe the arrival of Vice President AGNEW at the Lausche Building’s north end.

stated that she knew of no other persons attending the demonstration and saw no one carrying or throwing any objects. stated that she did not know that anything had been thrown at Vice President AGNEW until she returned home and heard it on the news.

provided the following descriptive data:

Name: 
Date of birth: 
Place of birth: 
Residence: Cincinnati, Ohio 
Hair: blonde 
Eyes: blue 
Education: Sophomore, OSU, Columbus, Ohio 
Height: 5'7" 
Weight: 145 pounds
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The following investigation was conducted at Columbus, Ohio, by Special Agents TERRENCE S. WARE,

On May 9, 1972, [ ], Columbus, Ohio, advised 1972 Ohio license [ ] was registered to him. [ ] stated, however, that the automobile bearing this plate was not presently at this address as his son, [ ] regularly drives this automobile and he is presently sleeping at the Pi Sigma Fraternity at Otterbein College in Westerville, Ohio.

[ ] advised that [ ] was a Freshman student at Otterbein who was pledging in the Pi Sigma Fraternity and he would not be home for approximately two days. [ ] did not know if [ ] was in fact in the area of the Lausee Building, Columbus, on this date and stated that to his knowledge [ ] had never been involved in any demonstrations protesting the war or any government officials. [ ] advised [ ] had never been arrested and because he was a retired Colonel from the United States Air Force, he had always kept fairly close track of [ ].

On May 9, 1972, [ ] member of the Pi Sigma Fraternity, Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio, advised that [ ] was a pledge with that fraternity, however, he was not presently at the fraternity and would not return for approximately four or five hours. [ ] advised that [ ] was, in fact, at the Lausee Building during Vice-President AGNEW's appearance on May 9, 1972, and that he had drove his automobile, taking with him Otterbein students [ ] a member of Pi Sigma Fraternity.

[ ] advised that [ ] was not presently at the fraternity house and that [ ] could be reached at the Women's Dormitory at Otterbein, Cochran Hall, in Westerville, Ohio.
On May 9, 1972, Freshman, Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio, advised that she was, in fact, with and at the LaSalle Building in Columbus, Ohio, on May 9, 1972, during Vice-President AGNEW's visit. Advised that herself, had been in Columbus on May 9, 1972, when they heard over theradio that Vice-President AGNEW was to appear at the LaSalle Building at approximately 7:30 that evening. She advised that they decided to stop by and attempt to observe the Vice-President. She stated that they arrived at the LaSalle Building at approximately 7:00 PM and parked north of the building in a parking lot. When they arrived, they noticed a group of approximately 300 persons who seemed to be demonstrating in the parking lot. The group appeared to be made up of students from the Ohio State University area and they joined the group until the group started to harass visiting guests and then they were afraid there was going to be violence so they moved away from the group and just observed. She advised that they were standing at the northeast corner of the LaSalle Building when the Vice-President's limousine arrived and entered the gate.

She did not see the Vice-President except as he passed by sitting in the automobile. She advised that at about the time the Vice-President's limousine entered the gate, a group of the demonstrators ran from the east side of the building north and encircled her group and began shouting and chanting in protest of the Vice-President's appearance. She advised that she observed no one throwing objects and she could not identify anyone else in the crowd other than the two individuals she arrived with. She stated that both and had advised her they knew no other persons at the demonstration.

She advised that they then entered automobile and departed the area.

stated that she did not know the Vice-President's automobile had been struck by an object.
On May 10, 1972, [redacted] appeared at the Columbus Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Columbus, Ohio, with his father, [redacted] and furnished the following information:

[redacted] advised that he was driving his father's 1963 Ford bearing Ohio License 82163 on May 9, 1972. He stated that he, [redacted], and [redacted] all students from Otterbein College, Westerville, Ohio, had visited the Lausche Building on the state fairgrounds, May 9, 1972, to observe the arrival of Vice-President AGNEW. [redacted] advised that he is a pledge in the Pi Sigma Fraternity and [redacted], an active member of the Fraternity suggested that they visit the Lausche Building to see Vice-President AGNEW. [redacted] advised that they arrived at approximately 7:00 PM and parked in a parking lot just north of the Lausche Building. He stated that the three of them then went to the vicinity of approximately 300 students that they observed demonstrating just east of the Lausche Building. He stated that when they got close to the demonstrators they could see that they were harassing arriving guests and because he was afraid there would be violence, his group of three persons moved away from the demonstrators toward the northeast corner of the building. He was in this position when he observed Vice-President AGNEW's limousine arrive at the Lausche Building.

[redacted] advised that he observed no one throwing rocks at the limousine as it arrived and he knew no other individuals in the crowd other than [redacted]. He stated that he did not know the Vice-President's limousine had been struck by an object until he had heard as much on the news.

He advised that he could furnish no positive information concerning the incident at the present time, however, if he were to hear anything in the future, he would contact the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
was located in the parking lot of the new Varsity House warehouse which is located in a new industrial park on the west side of Alum Creek Drive, Columbus, Ohio. He was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and of the purpose of the interview.

advised that he wished to be interviewed inside the warehouse in front of his co-workers. He said that he had nothing to hide and that his co-workers' taxes paid for the Agents' salaries. He said that this was the only place that he wished to be interviewed.

No further attempt was made to interview in that any interview would have been within earshot of more than a dozen people.
By letter dated May 30, 1972, the FBI Laboratory advised that it had conducted a microscopic analysis of glass which had adhered to tape which had been placed on a break in the rear window of Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW's vehicle, a 1971 Cadillac limousine, number SS 232 X.

The FBI Laboratory reported as follows:

One of the glass particles on the tape bore a trace of dust containing quartz particles. Whether normal to the window or deposited by an object could not be determined.

The glass and debris was removed from the tape and microscopically examined. Only dust particles were found. No metal particles or smudges and no brick or concrete particles were found.

The object which struck the window could not be determined from this examination.
was contacted at that location, advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and advised that he was being contacted in that he might have witnessed a criminal violation involving the stoning of the vehicle of the Vice-President of the United States on May 9, 1972. acknowledged his identity and advised that he had talked to his lawyer at 11:00 a.m. on this date and that his lawyer had advised him not to answer any questions addressed to him by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. stated that his lawyer was from Columbus. at this point refused to answer any questions and interview was terminated.
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Columbus, Ohio, furnished the following information:

stated that he is a roommate of stated that
he is currently a member of the Gay Activist Alliance at Ohio State University, although he is not a student and not currently employed. He stated that his roommate, stated that is currently a student at Ohio State University and works in the Ohio State University library. He stated that of the Gay Activist Alliance.

stated that he was not present at the demonstration on May 9, 1972, at the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, but believes that did attend this demonstration directed against the Vice-President of the United States, Spiro Agnew.

stated that he had no information to report concerning this incident, nor did he have any other information to provide concerning people who may have attended this demonstration.
An attempt was made to locate [NAME].

They resided at that address and advised that the family had moved from that residence about three months ago.
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Ohio State University Police Department, advised that he observed four individuals known to him at the demonstration held at the Lausche Building on May 9, 1972, Columbus, Ohio.

These individuals were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of birth:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place of birth:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race:</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex:</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height:</td>
<td>5'11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair:</td>
<td>Blond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes:</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Account Number:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Birth:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place of Birth:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race:</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex:</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height:</td>
<td>6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight:</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair:</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes:</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Account Number:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interviewed on 5/19/72 at Columbus, Ohio

SA jmd 5/26/72

Date dictated 5/26/72
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Race: White
Sex: Male
Date of Birth: 
Place of Birth: 
Height: 6'3"
Weight: 160
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Hazel
Social Security Account Number: 
Address: Columbus, Ohio

Race: White
Sex: Male
Address: 
Social Security Account Number: 
Date of Birth: 
Height: 5'10"
Weight: 195
Hair: Brown
Eyes: Brown
Ohio State University Police Department advised that attended a meeting to plan the demonstration against Vice-President SPIRO T. AGNEW at the Lausche Building on May 9, 1972.
[Name], Ohio State University Police Department, advised that [Name] is employed as a cab driver by Hills Cab Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Interviewed on 6/6/72 at Columbus, Ohio File # CT 175-30

by jmd 6/13/72

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Republican State Finance Committee, 50 West Broad Street was interviewed. [_____ was advised of the nature of the interview and the identity of the interviewing Agent.

He advised as follows:

[_____ stated that the Finance Committee of the Ohio Republican Party sponsored a dinner for Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW at the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio on May 9, 1972. [_____ stated that he was aware that some objects had been thrown at the Vice-President's car upon his arrival at the Lausche Building, but had no idea who could have thrown the objects.

[_____ stated that when the Vice-President arrived most guests had been seated and would therefore have not been in a position to see the Vice-President's arrival at the north end of the Lausche Building.

[_____ provided a list of those persons attending the dinner.

Interviewed on 5/12/72 at Columbus, Ohio File 61 175-30

SA [_____ jmd 5/16/72

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
was interviewed at her place of employment, which is located on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio. [_____] was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview.

She advised as follows:

On May 9, 1972, she catered a dinner at the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds in honor of Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW. Approximately 200 employees were involved in preparing and serving the dinner. [_____] stated that none of her employees were allowed to be on the north or west sides of the Lausche Building, and therefore, could not have observed the arrival of Vice-President AGNEW on the north side of the building. [_____] advised that whenever any of her workers went between her office and the Lausche Building, they were escorted by local officials. She could provide no further pertinent information.
Captain [redacted] of the Investigation Section, Ohio State Highway Patrol, Columbus, Ohio, contacted outside the Lausche Building, the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio, furnished the following information:

[redacted] stated that he was in charge of two platoons of highway patrolmen, who marched to the Lausche Building approximately twenty minutes prior to the arrival of Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW, who was to speak at the Lausche Building. [redacted] stated that SPIRO AGNEW's procession used the north entrance to the Lausche Building grounds, and as they approached the gates to the grounds in that area a number of demonstrators who were protesting the Vietnam Policy of the United States ran towards the gates at the north end of the field outside of the Lausche Building. [redacted] stated that he later learned that possibly some rocks were thrown at Vice-President AGNEW's car, just as his car approached the gates to the Lausche Building grounds. He stated that the Vice-President's car was struck by an object, which shattered the upper right hand corner of the rear windshield of the Vice-President's car.

[redacted] advised that it was unknown at this time how many people were at that end of the gate when the Vice-President's car passed, but he heard estimates that there were approximately fifty to one hundred demonstrators screaming obscenities at the Vice-President's car as it passed. [redacted] advised that an officer of the patrol on duty at the grounds reportedly may have observed a rock being thrown at the car as it passed the north gate of the Lausche Building.

[redacted] stated that any information that comes to his attention regarding this matter would be promptly reported to the Columbus Office of the FBI.

Interviewed on 5/9/72 at Columbus, Ohio File # 175-30

by SA [redacted] Date dictated 5/15/72
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Lieutenant Intelligence Squad, Columbus, Ohio, Police Department, interviewed on the grounds of the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio, furnished the following information:

Lieutenant stated that he was in the procession of vehicles approaching the Lausche Building from Port Columbus International Airport, in which procession, a limousine was carrying the Vice-President of the United States, SPIRO AGNEW. He stated as the procession approached the north gate of the Lausche Building, crossing Twentieth Avenue, he observed a number of demonstrators rushing from the south end of the Lausche Building grounds to the north end of the Lausche Building shouting and screaming obscenities. stated that he did not observe any missiles being thrown at the procession, but after the procession halted on the west side of the Lausche Building, he was told that an object had struck the rear window of the Vice-President's vehicle shattering the upper right hand corner glass of the vehicle. stated that it was not known at this time who was responsible for this incident, but heard reports that demonstrators who were protesting the Vietnam War on the parking lot in front of the Lausche Building threw missiles at the Vice-President's car as it entered the fairgrounds.

Lieutenant advised that he would immediately contact the Columbus Office of the FBI if any information is developed as to who may be responsible for damaging the Vice-President's vehicle.
On June 6, 1972, the following individuals were contacted and advised that they were continuing to attempt to identify individuals present at the demonstration against Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio May 9, 1972. The people contacted were Lieutenant[__________], Columbus, Ohio Police Department, [__________] Ohio State University Police Department, Sergeant[__________] Ohio State Highway Patrol Headquarters, Columbus, Ohio, [__________] U.S. Secret Service, Columbus, Ohio.
The following article entitled "Agnew In Ohio Predicts 'Solution!'" appeared in the "Cincinnati Enquirer," a newspaper in general circulation in the Cincinnati, Ohio area, in the May 10, 1972, Final edition.
Agnew In Ohio,
Predicts 'Solution'

By WARREN D. WHEAT
Columbus Bureau Chief

COLUMBUS, Ohio — President Nixon will not permit the United States to be degraded or demeaned in Southeast Asia, even if it means personal sacrifice on his part, Vice President Agnew told Central Ohio Republicans at a $125-a-plate fund-raising dinner here Tuesday night.

The dinner was attended by more than 750 Republicans from 84 Ohio Counties.

"He is going to stay with this problem, and he is going to solve it," Agnew said.

Agnew said the President's decision to take steps to cut off supplies to North Vietnamese troops was the act of a "consummate statesman."

The Vice President was introduced by Barbara Bouckaert, Cincinnati, president of the Ohio League of Teenage Republican Clubs.

"Unlike would-be Democratic candidates, Agnew is not a follower of youth — he is a leader," Miss Bouckaert said.

"Because he stands up for what he believes is right, and will not give in to the forces of radicalism, we respect him," she said.

Vice President Agnew was silent on one of the major political issues of the day in Ohio, unity in the state party organization.

President Nixon has kept faith with commitments made by his predecessors in South Vietnam, while undergoing a constant barrage of criticism from former supporters of the war, both in Congress and in the news media, Agnew said.

Agnew attracted anti-war demonstrators throwing potatoes and rocks. A hurled object hit the rear window of Agnew's official limousine as he neared the state fairgrounds building. Riding in the rear seat of the car, the Vice President was not injured.
The following article entitled "OSU Lawyer Criticized For Anti-FBI Talk" appeared in the May 15, 1972 Home Final edition of the "Columbus Dispatch", a newspaper in general circulation in the Columbus, Ohio area:
OSU Lawyer Criticized For Anti-FBI Talk

By JOHN SWITZER
Of The Dispatch Staff

The U.S. Attorney in Columbus says it is "outrageous" and "incredible" that an Ohio State University lawyer, paid by taxpayers, advised students not to help the FBI.

U.S. Atty. William Milligan criticized Robert E. Twohig Jr. Saturday for advice students got when the FBI started investigating to find who threw a rock at Vice President Spiro Agnew's car last Tuesday at the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus.

Twohig, 29, of 1265 E. Broad St., later in the week was arrested on charges of second degree rioting and disorderly conduct growing out of the Thursday night near-riot in the OSU area. The disturbance started with a protest against the war in Vietnam.

THE ROCK-THROWING incident occurred as Agnew arrived for a $125-a-plate Republican fund raiser and passed a group of protesters.

Twohig, supervising attorney for the OSU Law Clinic, advised protesters not to answer questions from FBI agents investigating the rock-throwing.

"I am shocked if that is his advice," said Milligan.

"The law enforcement system depends on witness testimony to determine guilt or innocence," he said.

"WITHOUT WITNESS testimony the whole criminal justice system would collapse. Is that what he wants?" Milligan asked.

He termed Twohig's advice as "outrageous" and "incredible".

Twohig said the FBI is inquiring way beyond who threw the rock.

"They are apparently interested in the political motives and beliefs of those they are questioning.

"It's the kind of investigation the FBI makes when it is after political prosecution and when they are building dossiers, and I have told them (students) not to become involved in the dossier mechanism," he said.

TWOHIG SAID that questions by agents into who threw the rock are legitimate. "They begin on that basis but go beyond," he said.

Twohig is also a defense attorney for former OSU Black Studies Director Charles Ross who was charged by city officials with interfering at Linden-McKinley High School during disturbances there last spring.
Order of Indictment

Date: 6/3/22

Prosecutor: [Redacted]

Case: Unlawful Attempt to Assault Vice Pres. Spiro Agnew During Demonstration, Columbus, Ohio, 5/9/22

Assault of Vice President of U.S.

 Destruction of Car (Property Damage)

Enclosure: [Handwritten notes]

175 - 184 - 21
by Steve Cozloff

The first high Nixon Administration official to make a major public appearance following Nixon's announcement of the mine blockade of N. Vietnam was Vice Pres. Spiro T. Agnew. Agnew spoke at a $125-a-plate Republican Party fund-raising dinner, attended by such notables as Judges Schull & Fails, Mayor Moody & Safety Director Chopka, in the Lascho Bldg. on the Ohio State Fairgrounds. Several hundred OSU & Cincinnati residents attended, as the privilege of being the first demonstrators in the nation to get a crack at Agnew after Nixon added international piracy & brinkmanship to his Administration's crimes against humanity.

The Indochina Coalition, which called for the anti-Agnew demonstration, had been holding discussions, rallies & marches since the resumption of saturation bombing of N. Vietnam. From the 300 people who attended the first rally, the anti-warriors in grown. Agnew, to perhaps 300, & along the march route many others joined up.

Nixon & Agnew are notorious for their tight, paranoid security. Around half the people you see at most Nixon & Agnew speeches are one variety or another of police. Typically, demonstrators are halted & beaten several blocks away, unless Nixon & Agnew want a few let close enough so they can denounce them as a threat to the fruits of imperialism. Leaders of the Indochina Coalition had cautioned the crowd not to expect to get close enough to Agnew to smell the odor of decaying shit & offal that accompanies him everywhere, & had worried about a massacre under the overpasses on 17th. But when the crowd got to the Lascho Bldg., there wasn't a cop in sight, & we were able to surround the building & even walk up & touch it.

The dinner had been postponed for an hour, in the hope demonstrators would tire & go home. We didn't, & as fat GOP heavies, in dinner jackets & furs, arrived to eat the flash & drink the blood of a million Indo-Vietnamese, the demonstrators formed a People's Blockade & then forced the Republican elite to walk a gauntlet of People's Wrath.

These Republicans were the ruling class--local office holders, bookers whose contributions finance Nixon & Agnew's continued stay in office, corporate power-brokers who receive the profits generated by the S.W. Asian War & worldwide imperialism. $125 is one and one-half times the average annual income of people in India. $125 would feed one person in Bangla Dash for 3 years. Or it would buy half a machinegun. Blood money. These pigs fairly reeked of carrage.

& they got a small taste of what's in store for them as they wound their way thru the angry mobs surrounding each entrance. They were abused, screamed at, jostled & spat upon. They fucking deserved it.

Finally the state police arrived to clear entrances. They performed perfunctorily, their hands obviously not in their work.

Soon, Agnew, seated in his bulletproof limousine, arrived & alighted in the back door. About 20 people got close enough to queue at Agnew. He & his goon squad were unprepossessed. The demonstrators encircled & decided we'd won & it was time to split.

Just that; as we all knew, they were announcing that a thrown rock or potato had broken Agnew's rear windshield. The FBI swung over the OSU area & interrogated over 20 people, promising to nail the rock or potato thrower for attempted assassination of the Vice President. Some points ought to be made:

1) No one saw anything thrown at Agnew's car; people who saw him disembark & enter the Lascho Bldg. say neither he nor his goons acted as if an attempt had just been made on Spiro's so-called life.

2) Altho a big stink was raised over the alleged incident, reporters were not permitted to see or film the supposedly-broken windshield --even tho, had the incident actually occurred, photography would have made excellent anti-propaganda.

3) the Vice President of the United States rides in a car with bulletproof, shatterproof windshield; how in the hell could a rock or potato break, crack or shatterproof glass?

In reality, of course, the incident was fabricated to give the FBI more to work on, because an attempt to assassinate another local candidate by one or more of those who walked out to vote in warrants issued shortly after the murder of 15th & 42nd. In fact, only one of those named in the first 11 warrants was not convicted by the National Guard.

3 times this week--in Ohio & California--demonstrators got close enough to Agnew to embarrass him. Agnew has charged that security was lax, upon orders from the Democratic Governors of those states, in order to embarrass him. He's probably right. The FBI, a notorious Republican Party front group, got a measure of revenge, & the local GOP power structure--Moody, Chopka, Schull et al.--began exacting their revenge Friday morning, with the arrests of Margaret Sarber & John Miernik.
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UNSUB; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO 5/9/72

ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

U.S. Secret Service Agent riding in Vice-president's limousine and Agent riding in following car interviewed 5/11/72, and unable to determine type of missile or person throwing same at Vice-president's limousine at Columbus, Ohio, 5/9/72. Rear window removed from limousine and examined by FBI Laboratory. Laboratory examination determined object unable to be identified apparently struck window at low velocity.

- RUC -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

Investigation in this case was instituted upon receipt of a teletype from the Cincinnati Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The Washington Field Office was requested to attempt to identify the type of missile and the person responsible for throwing same at the rear window of Vice-president AGNEW's limousine at Columbus, Ohio, on May 9, 1972.
Special Agent in Charge, Operations and Logistics, United States Secret Service (USSS), 1800 G Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised that he was riding in the car following the Vice-president's limousine. One or two minutes before the arrival of the limousine at the Lausche Building, Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio, a group of demonstrators began throwing miscellaneous objects, i.e., rocks, bottles, etcetera, at the limousine. He observed four or five of these objects fly over the car and one which appeared to be a rock struck the rear window. He was unable to pick out any individual from the crowd who threw the missile and stated that any identification would have to have been made by the local Police on the scene.

He felt the bulletproof glass prevented the shattering of the window since the object appeared quite heavy. The limousine is still en route to Japan but is due back in WDC on or about May 18, 1972. At that time the USSS Laboratory will replace the glass and conduct an examination to determine what type of object struck it. To the best of his knowledge photographs of the window were taken at Columbus, Ohio, either by the USSS or the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Interviewed on 5/11/72 at Washington, D.C. File #175-83

by SA ROBERT E. LILL 1sl Date dictated 5/12/72
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Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Office of the Vice-president, Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C., advised he was riding in the Vice-president's limousine when demonstrators jumped over a cyclone fence barricade 40 feet from the car. Numerous objects were thrown at the car from the crowd but only one actually hit the car. It sounded to him like either a heavy rock or possibly a heavy round metal object. The first thing that came to his mind was a shot put. This resulted in a two inch chip in the upper right corner of the rear window.

Due to confusion at the scene he later determined no one from the United States Secret Service (USSS), local Police, or Ohio Highway Patrol observed the individual who threw the object. He authorized photographs to be taken at the scene and advised that when the limousine returns from Japan the USSS Laboratory will examine the glass.
Protective Security Division, United States Secret Service, Room 23, Executive Office Building, Washington, D.C., telephone number 964-2480, made available the rear window of Vice-president AGNEW's limousine for examination by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Laboratory. The window was obtained from Mr. MORGAN and hand carried to the FBI Laboratory for examination.
On June 16, 1972, the rear window of Vice-president AGNEW's limousine was picked up by Special Agent ROBERT E. LILL at the FBI Laboratory for return to United States Secret Service (USSS) upon completion of the Laboratory examination.

On July 28, 1972, the rear window obtained from the FBI Laboratory was returned to USSS, at the Executive Office Building.
UNSUB; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT
VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING
DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO
5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT
OF UNITED STATES; DGP

Specimens personally delivered by SA Robert E. Lille on 5/31/72

Q2 Rear window of automobile

Result of examination:

The impact on Q2 appears to have come downward at a slight angle from the vertical on the slanted window and from a direction behind the left rear side of the automobile.

The crushed glass and cone of the impact area are characteristic of a low velocity object. No metal smears, no brick particles, no concrete particles or other materials were found which would indicate or identify the object impacting the glass. Dust particles and black specks from the coating on the tape on the glass were all that were found at the impact area.
To: SAC, Cincinnati (175-30)  
Re: ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW, DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO, 5/9/72; ASSAULT OF VICE PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DGP  
Specimens received 6/12/72  

Q3 Portion of paving brick  

Result of examination:  
The Q3 brick portion was microscopically examined and no glass particles were found to indicate contact with the rear window.  
The brick portion is heavy enough to have caused the damage to the window if the brick had landed on one of its corners after arching downward to the glass.
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On 5/31/72, U. S. Secret Service made available the rear window of Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW's limousine. This window was examined by the FBI Laboratory and results were reported in WFO report of SA ROBERT E. LILL, dated 7/28/72.
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Investigative period of instant report and
Cincinnati report of SA__________ 6/13/72, overlaps.
This is due to difficulty in locating source for debriefing
following demonstration at which incident occurred 5/9/72.

LEADS:

CINCINNATI

AT COLUMBUS, OHIO

Will maintain contact with local and Federal
officials and informants to identify and interview
persons present during demonstration at Lausche Building
on May 9, 1972.

Continue to locate and interview all persons
identified as being present at demonstration.

INFORMANTS:

On May 7, 1972, _________ advised that the
Indochina Coalition had a meeting on this evening at the
Wesley Foundation, Columbus, Ohio, which was attended by
approximately forty persons. _________ chaired the meeting. _________ advised those
persons present that a student strike at OSU, scheduled
for 5/8/72, by the IC should be cancelled. He stated that
the majority of students at OSU did not seem to be ready
for a strike at this time and an attempt by the IC to
promote one might polarize students against the war protest.

The major topic of discussion during this meeting was the scheduled appearance of the Vice-President of the United States, SPIRO AGNEW, at the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, 5/9/72. The group discussed various ways to protest his appearance. It was generally agreed to conduct a rally at OSU to gather support for the protest at 4:30 P. M., 5/9/72, and then march to the Lausche Building. Once at the Lausche Building, demonstrators would then harass individuals who paid $125 to attend the political dinner. Means of harassment discussed during the meeting was to block traffic in the parking areas, letting air out of guests' tires and possibly throwing animal blood on persons attending. The "Columbus Free Press" photographers would take photographs of those attending and would publish these photographs in future copies of the underground newspaper. It was also discussed that the dinner might be interrupted by telephoning bomb threats or threats that arsenic or LSD had been placed in the food.

This source also advised that the Indochina Coalition discussed methods of self-protection for the demonstrators if they had a confrontation with police.

On 5/8/72, advised that the rally to protest the war in Vietnam, scheduled for today by the Indochina Coalition, was cancelled due to rainy weather. This source advised that the IC is continuing to plan for a demonstration protesting Vice-President AGNEW's visit on 5/9/72.

On 5/9/72, advised that the Indochina Coalition organized and led a rally on 5/9/72, to protest Vice-President AGNEW's appearance at the Lausche Building. Approximately three hundred (300) persons rallied at OSU
and marched to the Lausche Building where they confronted persons entering to attend the political fund raising dinner. Demonstrators shouted obscenities at the dinner guests and at times spit on them and threw objects at them, such as eggs and small stones. This source advised that demonstrators dispersed after the Vice-President's limousine arrived at the Lausche Building and word was passed among the demonstrators that the vehicle had been hit by a rock apparently thrown by one of the demonstrators.

On 7/12/72, _______ observed photographs of individuals involved in the demonstration, 5/9/72, protesting the appearance of Vice-President Spiro Agnew at the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio. Source identified the following individuals from the photographs:

- D* -
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Title: UNKNOWN SUBJECT; ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Character: ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Synopsis: Individuals present at demonstration on 5/9/72, were interviewed and no information of value was developed. Half paving brick located at crime scene examined by FBI Laboratory and Identification Division and results set forth.

DETAILS:
On May 10, 1972, a crime scene search was conducted at the north end of the Lausche Building, Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio and half of a paving brick was located in the area. This paving brick was furnished for examination to the FBI Laboratory on June 9, 1972.

BY communication dated June 22, 1972, the FBI Laboratory advised that the half paving brick was microscopically examined and no glass particles were found to indicate contact with rear window of Vice-President AGNEW's limousine. The brick was noted to have been heavy enough to have caused the damage to the window if the brick had landed on one of its corners after arching downward to the glass.

By communication dated June 22, 1972, the Latent Fingerprint Section of the Identification Division, of the FBI, advised that no latent prints of value appeared or were developed on the half paving brick.
Attempts to contact [redacted] at Columbus, Ohio, determined that a white female who identified herself as [redacted] answered the door. [redacted] advised that previously resided at this address, however, he was not there at the present time and he would not be there in the future. She stated she did not know how to get in touch with [redacted] and she did not wish to talk to the Bureau Agents without consulting her attorney. [redacted] terminated the interview by closing the door to her apartment.
was contacted for interview at
admitted his identity and
that he resides at
but would not
discuss anything further.
was located for interview at which he stated is his residence. Would not answer any questions. He was observed to be extremely nervous.
The following investigation was conducted at
Columbus, Ohio, by Special Agents [redacted] and
[redacted].

On July 21, 1972, an attempt was made to locate
at 1568 North High Street, the location of the
Trade Winds, a novelty shop. An unidentified white female,
age early 20s, stated that she is in contact with [redacted]
and he sometimes works at the Trade Winds. She would
not divulge his current residence.

On July 21, 1972, an attempt was made to
locate [redacted] however, this address is nonexistent.
An individual, identifying himself as [Blank], was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and further advised that he was being interviewed in regard to an assault upon Vice-President AGNEW, at the Ohio State Fairgrounds, May 9, 1972.

[Blank] stated that he saw nothing that could be considered an assault at the Ohio State Fairgrounds on May 9, 1972. [Blank] stated that his brother, [Blank], does not live at [Blank] and was observed to be wearing a mustache and to have light brown hair.
The following investigation was conducted by SA [Blank]

On August 8, 1972, an attempt was made to locate [Columbus, Ohio. Blank advised that she has lived at Blank for about one week and does not know the prior occupant of that residence. No manager could be located on the property.}
The following investigation was conducted by SA's, at Columbus, Ohio, on September 15, 1972:

[Blank] advised that [Blank] previously resided at [Blank] with several other individuals whose names are unknown to her. [Blank] stated that the owner of her residence is [_____] who resides at [Blank].

[Blank] advised that he rented [_____] Avenue to [_____] and first name unknown who vacated the residence approximately six weeks ago. [_____] advised that several others resided at the residence at [_____] but their names were not known to him.

[_____] stated that he has heard that [_____] and [_____] moved to a home on [_____] in Columbus. He had no further pertinent information.
was interviewed at his residence, and advised as follows:

stated that he attended a demonstration protesting the role of Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW in the Vietnam conflict on May 9, 1972, at Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio.

stated that he attended with who is his roommate and the only reason they joined the demonstration was because it came by their house and they were in agreement with the Vietnam War part of the demonstration. stated that he and did not observe any violence as they stayed at the south side of the Lausche Building.

stated that if he knew of anyone attempting to throw objects at or assault the Vice-President of the United States he would gladly volunteer information to the FBI.

advised that he was born at . He was observed to be a white male.
was interviewed at his residence, Columbus, Ohio. Advised that he attended a demonstration against Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW and the Vietnamese War on May 9, 1972, at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio.

stated that he attended with. Stated that he observed nothing on the north end of the Lausche Building and has no information pertaining to an assault on Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW. Stated that if he had such information he would gladly furnish it to the FBI.

stated that he would not have attended the demonstration had it not come by his house.

provided the following descriptive data:

Date of Birth: 
Place of Birth: 

He was observed to be a white male.
The following investigation was conducted by SA's [__________], at Columbus, Ohio, on September 18, 1972:

[__________] of Eccarius Realty Company, 87 Chittenden Avenue, advised that [__________] previously resided at [__________]. However, he was evicted during the month of August. [__________] advised that he has no forwarding address for [__________].
On September 18, 1972, Office of Special Investigation Detachment, Lockbourne Air Force Base, Ohio, advised that Staff Sergeant was discharged from duty during June, 1972. He was discharged under honorable conditions and at the time of discharge listed his address as Columbus, Ohio.
was located for interview at Columbus, Ohio. was advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and that she was being interviewed regarding an assault on Vice-President SPIRO AGNEW at the Lausche Building, Columbus, Ohio, on May 9, 1972.

advised that she was present at the demonstration on May 9, 1972, but would not comment further. An individual answering the door with used the name and was observed to be a white female, with dark hair, brown eyes and a heavy build.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE: CINCINNATI
OFFICE OF ORIGIN: CINCINNATI
DATE: 2/21/73
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD: 6/13/72 - 2/19/73

TITLE OF CASE:
UNSUB.
ATTEMPTS TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO 5/9/72.

CHARACTER OF CASE:
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES; DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

REFERENCES:
Cincinnati report of SA dated 9/21/72.
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ADMINISTRATIVE:
It is noted that the investigative period of this report overlaps the previous report to include an FD-302 which was previously omitted.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

CONVICTED: B
FUGITIVE: B
FINES: B
SAVINGS: B
RECOVERIES: B

CASE HAS BEEN:
PENDING OVER ONE YEAR NO
PENDING PROSECUTION OVER SIX MONTHS NO

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW
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Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency 57 MAR 8 1973 0/1 CL
Request Record 57 MAR 8 1973 57 MAR 8
Date Fwd. 2/27/73
How Fwd. 2/27/73
By
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LEADS:

CLEVELAND

AT CANTON, OHIO

Interview parents of

CINCINNATI

AT COLUMBUS, OHIO

Maintain contact with local and Federal officials and maintain contact with sources.

Interview persons determined to be present at demonstration.

INFORMANTS:

Contact has been maintained with the following sources familiar with New Left activities in the area of the Ohio State University Campus, Columbus, Ohio. Sources have furnished no additional information regarding instant matter:
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UNIVERSAL STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: U.S. Secret Service, Columbus, Ohio

Report of: CINCINNATI

Date: 2/21/73

Field Office File #: 175-30

Bureau File #: 175-184

Title: UNKNOWN SUBJECT;
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION,
COLUMBUS, OHIO
MAY 9, 1972

Character: ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES;
DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Synopsis: [Interviewed and would not say whether he was present at Ohio State Fair-
grounds, 5/9/72. Liaison maintained with Ohio State Highway Patrol, Columbus PD, and U.S.
Secret Service, Columbus, Ohio. An anonymous caller to the Columbus, Ohio RA of the FBI
advised that [ ] knows who threw the rock at Vice-President AGNEW. Interview of
[ ] unproductive.]
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DETAILS:
Columbus, Ohio, who stated he was unemployed, advised as follows:

He was a graduate of Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, and majored in history. He was not enrolled at present in any educational institution. He might pursue a graduate degree at some future date, but not at Ohio State University.

He had been employed formerly by the Deffet Companies, Columbus, Ohio.

He did not desire to say whether or not he had been a member of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), but he was not affiliated with SDS at present. He did not want to discuss any affiliation whatsoever with SDS. However, he nodded assent when told information was available indicating he had been listed as the Vice-President of the SDS chapter at Ohio State University in 1971.

He refused to discuss SDS, and stated he did not want to answer any questions concerning how he might have become attracted to SDS or what had caused him to cease affiliation with SDS.

He was exhibited the photographs of the following persons who have been active members of the Weatherman organization and for whom Federal warrants are outstanding:

6/13/72

Columbus, Ohio

File #100-10597

SA TERRENCE N. WARE

Date dictated 6/15/72

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
He stated he did not know any Weatherman. He had no contact with any of the SDS "collectives" in Columbus, Ohio, which were in operation during the
SDS Summer "Work-In" Program during the summer of 1969. However, he was located in Columbus, Ohio, during 1969.

He would not inform the FBI if he knew the location of any of the Weatherman fugitives.

He refused to discuss his political philosophy.

No one had told him not to talk to the FBI. He understood the jurisdiction of the FBI. He had not had any previous contact with the FBI.

He refused to say whether or not he participated in a march and rally at the Lausche Building on the Ohio State Fairgrounds, Columbus, Ohio, on May 9, 1972. He did not believe a rock had been thrown at the automobile carrying Vice-President Spiro Agnew on that occasion. He did not desire to name anyone who might have been present at the Lausche Building, May 9, 1972, or who might have any knowledge of the rock throwing incident involving Vice-President Agnew.

The following physical description was obtained by observation during the interview:

Race: White
Sex: Male
Height: 6'
Weight: 175-180 pounds
Hair: Brown, worn long
Eye: Blue
Complexion: Medium
Build: Medium
Scars and marks: None observed
Characteristics: Wore moustache
Other name used: None

b6
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The following persons were contacted during November, 1972, and February, 1973, regarding instant matter, but have furnished no additional positive information:

United States Secret Service
Columbus, Ohio

Lieutenant
Intelligent Unit
Columbus Police Department
Columbus, Ohio

Captain
Chief of Investigations
Ohio State Highway Patrol
Columbus, Ohio

On December 23, 1972, an anonymous call was received at the Columbus, Ohio Resident Agency of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to the effect that of 220 Parsons Avenue, Columbus, Ohio, knows who threw a rock at Vice-President AGNEW's car in May, 1972. The caller was a male and stated that he previously resided with

On January 9, 1973, inquiry at 220 South Parsons Avenue concluded that this address is an office building of the State of Ohio. Inquiry at the Personnel Section, State of Ohio, revealed that is employed in a labor pool and was previously assigned at 220 South Parsons Avenue. However, he is presently assigned to 65 South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio. Records of the State of Ohio reflect that was born with a telephone number of . No address was listed.
On January 9, 1973, was located for interview at 65 South Front Street, Columbus, Ohio. advised that he lived with during the Spring and Summer of 1972, on Columbus, Ohio, which is a drug crisis information center. declined to answer all questions relating to the demonstration at the Lausche Building on May 9, 1972, at Columbus, Ohio. He did deny being present at the demonstration.

advised that he resides at Columbus, Ohio. He resides alone. He advised that his parents are Ohio, but refused to provide their address.

provided the following descriptive data:

Name:  
Date of Birth:  
Race:  Caucasian  
Address:  Columbus, Ohio  
Parents:  Ohio  
Social Security Account #:  

Interviewed on 1/9/73 of Columbus, M18  
File # CI 175-30

by PRK-cjb Date dictated 1/16/73

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNSUB;
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION
COLUMBUS, OHIO
5/9/72

CHARACTER OF CASE
ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES; DESTRUCTION OF
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

REFERENCES:

Cincinnati report of SA __________ 2/21/73.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

Sources have no further information and investigation to
date has not been productive. It is felt that if a subject could be
developed no case could be made due to obvious hostility to any
potential witnesses. In view of above this matter is being closed in
the Cincinnati Division. Contact has been maintained with the
following sources that are familiar with New Left activity at Columbus,
Ohio, and specifically Ohio State University, with negative results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED</th>
<th>(x) NONE</th>
<th>ACQUIT-TALS</th>
<th>CASE HAS BEEN:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONVICTED</td>
<td>FUGITIVE</td>
<td>FINES</td>
<td>SAVINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ ] approved</td>
<td>[ ] special agent in charge</td>
<td>[ ] pending prosecution over six months [ ] YES [ ] NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

175-111-25

16 JUN 1973

Dissemination Record of Attached Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>175-77</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Request Recd.</td>
<td>6/27/72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Fwd.</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Fwd.</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Copy to: 1 - U. S. Secret Service, Columbus, Ohio

Report of: Office: CINCINNATI
Date: 6/20/73

Field Office File #: Bureau File #: 175-30 175-184

Title: UNKNOWN SUBJECT;
ATTEMPT TO ASSAULT VICE-PRESIDENT
SPIRO AGNEW DURING DEMONSTRATION,
COLUMBUS, OHIO
MAY 9, 1972

Character: ASSAULT OF VICE-PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES;
DESTRUCTION OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Synopsis: Interviewed and have no knowledge of this matter.
state that if their son, was involved they
feel he would have mentioned it. Liaison has been
maintained with pertinent local and Federal agencies,
Columbus, Ohio, with negative results.

DETAILS:
was interviewed in the presence of his wife. He stated that his son is a student at Ohio State University. During the Spring of 1972, was housed in Drakett (phonetic) Tower. He had roommates at that time by the name of (LNU), who was a Jewish boy and (LNU). He recalled also that his son had an acquaintance by the name of (LNU), who worked at the Drug Crisis Center, in Columbus.

He continued that had made no mention to them of the incident involving the attempt to assault Vice President SPIRO AGNEW. He stated that they were certain if he had any knowledge in this regard he would have mentioned it when he was at home. They stated that they had no information whatsoever concerning this incident.
The following persons were contacted during the period March 1 - June 14, 1973, on a regular basis and had no positive information regarding this matter:

United States Secret Service
Columbus, Ohio

Lieutenant
Intelligence Unit
Columbus, Ohio Police Department

Intelligence Unit
Ohio State Highway Patrol
State Headquarters
Columbus, Ohio